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:" 1.0 SUtCMARY
:,- Significant differences exist in the fan tone noise generated by engines in
flight and engines operating on the test stand. It has been observed that
these differencesare reducedby the use of an InflowControlStructure(ICS)
in the statictestconfiguration.It is the purposeof this contract(NAS1-
15085)to producea designsystemfor ICS's,to providea methodologyfor
projectingthe resultingdata to flightand to assessthe designsystemand
projectionmethodologyby comparingstaticdata,obtainedfrom a JTgD tested
with an ICS and then projectedto flight,with flightdatafrom a Boeing747
equippedwith JTgDengines.
The contractconsistedof three phases.ResultsfromPhase I and Phase II are
describedin ReferencesI, 2 and 3 and are summarizedbrieflyin this final
report.The resultsof Phase Ill are describedherein.
The atmosphericmodel from Phase I and the models accountingfor the effects
of contractionand screeningon inflowdistortionare combinedin Phase II to
. providean ICS designsystem.This designsystemwas then assessedby predic-
ting and comparingthe inflowcharacteristicsat the fan face of a JTgD engine
to the inflowcharacteristicsdeducedfromBladeMountedTransducerData.
Based on Contractorexperience,test proceduresfor statictestingwith an ICS
and correctionsrequiredto projectthis datato flightwere defined.The ICS
designsystemand the test and projectionprocedureswere then combinedinto a
proceduresreportwhich is includedin AppendixI.
! Assessmentof the proceduresreportwas accomplishedby projectingto flight,
staticdata obtainedfrom a JTgD enginetestedwith an ICS, and comparing
theseresultswith flyoverdata. The assessmentshowedthat,on the average,)
for the four speeds(whichspan approachto takeoffoperatingconditions)and
_
for the range of measurementanglesconsidered(200to 1400 from the inlet
_,: centerline),use of an ICS improvedagreementbetweenprojectedstaticand
_!J measuredflyoverdata by 3.1 dB for the BPF one thirdoctaveband (I/30B)
tone level.Withoutan ICS,on the average,staticBPF data projectedto
flight were about 3.9 dB higher than flight data. With an ICS, this difference
was reducedto 0.8 dB.
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_! 2.0 INTRODUCTION
; Reductionof aircraftenginenoiselevelsis a continuingprocesswhich has
resultedin significantnoisereductionsince the adventof the original
commercial,jet aircraftin the early1950's.Enginenoisereductl_ features
are usuallyverifiedby mean_ of staticor Flighttesting.Since the cost of
: flighttestingis much greaterthan that of statictesting,use of the latter
t
\ techniqueresultsin significantlylowercosLs being accruedto the develop- J
ment of enginenoisereductionfeatures.As such,the use of static testing
techniquesshouldbe fullyexploited.The purposeof this contractis to
furtherdevelopstatictesttechnologyfor turbofannoise studies.
It has been noted by vartous observers that the noise produced by the fan of
someturbofanenginesoperatingstaticallyon the test stand Is greaterthan
that producedwhen the engineis operatingunderflightconditions.Thismay
be a resultof bothfan blade passingtone and broadbanJlevelsbeing contam-
inatedby extraneousnoise sourcespresentduringstatictesting.As a conse-
quence,predictionsof flightnoise level_,usingstaticdata are high.Depen-
ding on the enginetype, it is also possiblethatflightnoise sourcescannot
be identifiedfrom noisedata acquiredin statictests,and therefore,noise
reductiontechniquescannotbe evaluatedon the test stand in the presenceof
contaminatingextraneousnoise.To identifythe sourceof extraneousnoise it
is necessaryto notethat, statically,the fan interactswith a more distorted
inflowfieldthan it doeswhen in flight.There are severalfeaturesof the
inflowfield that are quite differentwhen the'engineis operatingstatically,
each of which couldproduceextraneousnoise.
Firstly,the intensityof the atmosphericturbulencein the vicinityof the
i, groundis higherthan at nigheraltitudes.In addition,this turbulencefield
; is convectedthrougha very highflow contractionwhen the engine is operating
statically,whereas,in flight,the turbulencefield convectsthrougha v_y '
_i_ small contractionon its way to the fan. Thishigh flow contractionin the_
staticcase resultsin a distortionof the turbulencefield in which the
_C
_ "eddias" are "stretched",then "chopped"by successivefan blades,producing
"bursts"of discretetonenoise that are virtuallyabsentin the flight
operationof the engine.
, 2
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Secondly, in the static case, the stand structure and the ground plane are
sources of flow disturbances. Engine ingested air passes over the stand
structure and the ground resulting in vortices and wakes in the inflow fteld.
Exterior engine case protuberances can also generate Ingestible distortions.
Usually these sources of distortion do not exist in flight since the air
ingested into an engine has not passed over any exterior surfaces.
Thirdly,the nacelleboundarylayer,becauseof differencesin the mean flow Y
betweenstaticand flight,is differentduringstaticoperationsof the engine.
Finally,since it is possiblefor the flow to be drawnfrom all anglesby an
engineon the test stand,turbulentflo_r_from the Jet plumemay be relngested.
This distortionsourceis not presentin flight.
Ti,a disturbances described above {i.e., atmospheric turbulence, ground plane
and stand induceddlstortione,dlssimilar nacelleboundaryIayer and jet plume
relngestion)are consideredto be the most importantextraneousnoisesources
in staticengineoperation.In order to obtainusefulstaticacousticdata, it
is thereforenecessaryto developtechniqueswhich modifythe inflowfield so
that the fan is operatingas it would in flight.In the past,varioustech-
niquesfor accomplishingthis simulationhave been used, includingmounting
enginesin wind tunnelsand using devicesupstreamof the fan to conditionthe
L
inflow.InflowControlStructures(ICS)for conditioningthe flowhave been
mountedupstreamof the engineby severalinvestigators.This techniquehas
resultedin reducedradiatednoise levels,indicatingthe reductionof inflow
distortion.In viewof the encouragingresultsachievedby the use of ICS°s,
the presentcontractwas awardedfor the purposeof developingan interim
ProceduresReport,to includean inflowcontrolscreendesignprocedureand a
. flightnoise predictionprocedureusing datagatheredfrom the statictesting
. of enginesequippedwith such a structure.Additionally,the procedureshave
_ been assessedusing staticdatafrom a Pratt & WhitneyAircraft(PWA) JTgD
2 engineequippedwith an ICS andflyoverdatafrom a Boeing747 airplane
J_ equippedwith JTgD engines.These datawere obtainedduringa Joint Boeing/
_ Pratt & Whitneyprogramand were providedas partof the contract.
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The major componentsof the contract are:
Phase I Definition of A_ospheric Turbulence Characteristics and Engine
Sensitlvl,,yStudy.
Phase II Developmentof InflowControlStructure(I_) Preliminaryl)_l!)n
System.
Phase III InterimProcedures ReportDevelopment and Coordination.
The results of Phase I and Phase II have been described in References 1, 2 and
3, but parl:s that are pertinent to the Phase III effort are summarizedin this
report. The results of Phase III are described tn this report, and the Intertm
Procedures Report is contained in Appendix I.
"j,
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3.0 SYMBOLSAND ABBREVIATIONS
ANOPP Aircraftnoise predictionprogram
BPF Blade passagefrequency
BPFm Blade passagefrequencysound pressurelevelmeasuredduringa
singleflyover.
BPFma Average of blade passage frequency sound pressure level for ,
severalflyovers. _ y
BPFp Predictedblade passage frequencysound pressure level based
on averaged static data.
BPFpI Predicted blade passage frequency sound pressure level based
on averaged static data obtained with an inflow control
structure.
BPFPNI Predictedbladepassagefrequencysound pressurelevelbased
on averagedstaticdata obtainedwithoutan inflowcontrol
structure.
(BPFma-BPFpI)a Average over all measurementangles of the quantity
1 (BPFma" BPFPI)
! (BPFma-BPFpNI)a Averageover all measurementanglesof the quantity
! (BPFma- BPFpNI).
dB Decibel[20 log {soundpressure/2xi0-6N/M2)]
m
FAA FederaIAvIatlon Adminlstratlon
HBPR High bypassratio
ICS Inflowcontrolstructure
NASA NatlonalAeronauticsand Space Administration e
06 OctaveBand
PNL Perceived noise level
PWA Pratt @_WhitneyAircraft
c
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4.0 INTERIMPROCEDURESREPORTOEVELOPMENT(PHASEIII)
4.1 Review of Phase I and Phase II Results (Phase III, Task A)
i
UnderPhase I, atmosphericturbulencecharacteristicswere definec_and a study
was conductedto determinethe sensitivityof enginesof varioussizesto in- !• i
flow distortionscale.The PWA JTgD and JTISD engineswere selectedfor the i
)
sensitivitystudy.Detailsof the work perfomed in Phase I are given In
Reference1. InPhase II, analyticalmodelsfor contractionand screening
effectson turbulenceand steadydistortionwere developed.In addition,a
test programwas conductedto experimentallydefinethe effectsof contraction
and screeningon turbulenceand steadydistortion.The effectsof the ICS on
acoustictransmissionwere studiedanalyticallyand experimentally. The analy-
ticalmodels andexperimentalresultswere combinedto providesemiempirical
modelsfor the developmentof an ICS designsystom,and to showthat trans-
missioneffectsconnectedwithwell designedICS's are smalland can be ._
neglected.Thesestudiesare describedin detailinReferences2 and 3.
" A briefreviewof the resultsfrom PhasesI and II that are pertinentto the
ICS designsystemare given below.
The atmosphericturbulenceintensitiesand lengthscalesthat exist during
statictestingand in fllghtcan be obtainedfrom the resultsof ReferenceI
as a functionof altirude above the ground,mean wind velocity,surfacerough-
ness and a_ospheric stability.
Analyticalstudlesof rotor-turbulenceinteractionsshow that the mechanismis
dominatedby distortionelementswithina smallrange of transversescales.
.: For typicalturbulenceenergydistributionsencounteredin the atmospherethis
range coversabout one decadeand is centeredarounda transversescale in the
i order of 30_ of the rotor blade spaclngat the bladetip. For a given turbu-
lence variance,maximumsound powerlevelsare achievedat transverseintegral
C_
scalesin the order of 251iof the rotor blade spacingat the blade tip. For a
JT9Dfan this is about4.1 cm and for the JTISDfan it is about 1.3 cm.
6
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': Basedon the atmosphericturl0ulencemodel and the analytlcal contraction
modelsfrom Reference I, the prediction of rotor-turbulence interaction noise
statlcally and in flight for JTgDandJT15Dsized engines showsthat tone
levels at approachpowerare on the order of 30 dB higher understatic condl-
) ttons than they are in flight. This points out the importanceof suppressing
the rotor-a_ospheric turbulence interaction during static testing. Since the
_ rotor-turbulence interaction tone noise level is so low in flfght, designing
_ ICS's to achieve fltght levels of turbulence during static testing would
provtde a conservative ICSdesign.
In considering steady distortions, it was shownin PhaseII (Reference 3) that
the transverse velocity componentof steady or quasi-steady distortions is not
suppressedby flow contractions. Since distortic_ns with significant components
of transverse velocity can be generatedby flow over the groundplane (e.g. i
groundvortex), and, it is conjectured, by flow over the stand structure, it
is importanto suppressthesevelocitieswithan ICS.Wakeswithaxial
velocitydeficitsarealso generatedby the teststandstructure,andalthough
flowcontractiontendsto reducethesedistortions,an ICSdesignshouldalso
)
suppressteadyaxialvelocitydlstor.tions.Inorderto providea designgoal,
: it is necessaryto specifythelevelto whichtheICSshouldsuppressthe
steadydistortions.Basedon thestudiesdescribedabove,itwas shownthatin
i flight levels of the turbulence involved in fan noise generation were so low
that the resulting fan tone noise wasabout 30 dB (basedon an analysis band
width equal to 1 percent of BPF) belowthat generated understatic conditions.
Furthemore, experimental data showsthese static levels are about 5-10 dB
higher than typical fan tones generatedwith the turbulence suppressed.Thus,
the inflight rotor-turbulence interaction mechanismis on the order of 20 dB
below the fan generatednoise levels, lhe inflight turbulence level therefore
providesa conservativetargetforwhichto aimthe I_ design.Accordingly,
T for bothturbulenceandsteadyinflowdistortionsuppression,the goalof the
ICS designwtll be to simulate infltght ttn'bulence levels. This target is the
• basis of the ICS design systemdevelopedin PhaseII of the contract which is
di scussedt n Reference 3.
7
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.. Assessmentof the ItS design system using Blade MountedTransducer (BMT) and
hot ftlm data from tests of a JTgOengine is described in Reference 3. Results
of this assessment showed that, with an ICS, the blade inflow up, ash velocity
inferred from the B_ signals was 2-4 orders of magnitude greater than that
) predtcted using the vel oci ty predi ctt on portion of the destgn s_tm. Thts
_, indicated that either the B_ slgnal level was set by disturbances other than
the inflowvelocityfield (e.g.,the local acousticfield)or that the predic-
T
tlonmethodwas greatlyin error.Furthercomparisonsof the predictedvelo-
citywith hot filmmeasurementsshowedmuch betteragreement(thepredicted
beingabout one-halfof the measured),supportingthe predictionmethod,and
suggesting that the BNT's in the presence of an ICS are responding to distur-
bances otherthanthe blade inflowupwash velocity.
The effectsof angleof attackon fan noise generationwere studiedin Phase I
{Referencel). Assessmentof this problemwas carriedout usingPratt & Whitney
Aircraft/Boeingjoint noise programdataobtainedin a 747/JTgDflighttest.
The data used in the assessment included that from inlet, fan duct wall and °
fan blade mounted pressure transducers and fusel age mounted mtcrol_ones. These
data indicatethat there is no obviouscorrelationbetweeninlet angleof
attackchangesand changesin broadbandnoise as well as narrowbandnoiseat
BPF and its secondand third hamonlc, A circumferentialvariationof the
buzzsawsound pressurefield in the inletthat increaseswith angleof attack
has beenobserved.The acquireddata did not allowthe evaluationof inlet
angleof attackeffectson fan noiseradiation.
4.2 Test Procedures andCorrections to Test Data (Phase III, Task B)
The test proced_'esrecommendedare part of the ProceduresReport (Appendix
I). These procedures are based on the contractor's experience, and are
representativeof thosecurrentlyused in staticenginenoise testing.
J
Correctionsthat accountfor acousticfan tone propagationthroughthe ICS
_; were shown in Reference3 to be small (i.e.,less thanI dB) if the fan speed
is varied +.5 percent during the data recording phase of the test.
Inlet bellmouth design criteria are defined, and acoustic, meteorological and
engine perfomance instrumentation are recommended.In addition, test condt-
tt on recommmendattons are made. These t ncl ude recommendeddef t nt ttons of a
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test point and techniques for controlling fan speed durtng the test period to
best simulate flyover data. Suggestedlimitations on tmperature, humidity and
wind veloctty are also included to insure thP.t excessive a_espheric attenua-
, tton does not occur, and to insure that acoustic data scatter is minimized by
wind shear gradients. A more detailed discussion of the test procedures and
effects such as three dimensional sound fields and fan nozzle area changes
between static and flight conditions is given in Appendix II. Also included in
the Procedures Report are suggestions f_r data acquisition and processing.
These encompasssuggestions for tape recorders, systen calibration and data
reductl on.
The corrections used to project static data to flight are based on Pt4_and
_ Boeing experience in maktn9 flight predictions and analyzing flight data.
Included in these corrections are convective amplification and doppl_ shift
effects, corrections for ground reflections and extra ground attenuation and
corrections for spherical dtvergence and atmospheric absorpti on of sound.
Detatls on all of the above are given in Appendix I, The Procedures qeport.
The accuracy of the fltght predictions is studied in Section 4.4, where assess-
ment of the procedures manual is madeby comparing predictions based on static
data from a _IT9Dengine tested with an ICS to flyover noise levels from _ 747
equipped with JTgDengines.
4.3 Developmentof Procedures Report (Phase III, Task C)
The Procedures Report is based on the analytical and experimental studies con-
ducted as part of Phases I, II, IIIA and B and Pratt andWhitney and Boetng's
test and fltght prediction experience. The Procedures Report consists of three
major parts. The first part describes the ICS d_tgn syste,, developed as part
:_ of Phase If, Task G and discussed in Reference 3. The secondpart describes
static testing and data recording and analysis procedures (See Section 4.2).
- The third describes procedures for projecting the measured, statically
obtained data to flight (See Section 4.2). The Procedures Report has been
prepared as a "stand alone" elment of this final report and is contained in
Mpendtx I. As such, it can be used to lesign an ICS, define test procedures
for use with the IC$ and project the resulting data to flight levels.
9
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In developing the Procedures Report, techniques for projecting static data to
.: fltght were defined based on P_ and Boeing experience. The elements used to
project static data to flight, with the exception of convective amplification,
are contained in the ANOPPcomputer program developed by NASALangley. In its
current state, it cannot accept static data as input for subsequent projection
to flight levels. Accordingly,It is suggested that NASAconsider making the
required chang¢s. This would allow the projection to flight to be done by com-
puter in a manner that is consistent with the ANOPPprocedure.
4.4 Assessmentof Procedures Report (Phase III, Task D)
The assessmentof the Procedures Report was perfomed using static and flight
data from the Boeing/Pl_kJ_lnt Noise Program. The assessment was based on
blade passage frequency (BP_) ond twice blade passage frequency (2 BPF) 1/3
octave band tones since it is these components, in particular BPF, that are
most affected by an ICS. These tones therefore provide the most crtttcal
assessment.
The assessmentwas perfomed by:
i) extrapolating corrected static data for blade passage frequency (BPF)
and its harmonic (2 BPF) to flight using the corrections defined in
the procedures report.
it) comparing the projected data for BPF and 2 BPF with the corresponding
flight data.
The static data was obtained from a JTgD hardwat led engine tested with and
without the P_ ;CS. The engine with the XCSis showntn Figure 1. The flight
data was obtained from fl)x)vers of a Boeing 747 aircraft equipped with four
har_alled iT90 engines of the samemodel as that used in the static tests.
Cmpartsons to flight were made for static data obtained with and without the
%
ICS to assess the improvements in prediction* accuracy afforded by use of the
' ICS. The comparisons were made for BPF and 2 BPF data obtatned from 1/3 octave
band spectra, corrected to an FAAday (77°F, 701i'RI4).
* In this section, the words prediction and predicted are used to designate
statically measured data prG|ected to flight.
I0
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F]_over data were available for four fllght condltlons - approach300 flap,
approach25o flap, takeoff andcutback. Twosets of statlc data were usedto
makethe f_over nolse predlctlons; oneset wasgeneratedwlth the ICS In-
stalled andthe other was generatedwlt_out the ICS. Desc_Iptlonsof the fly-
i over test cont_lgm'attonsare presentedtn AppendixIII. Instead of presenting
i notse levels In terns of f13over ttme, they are presentedtn terns of the
static measurementangles. Table ] showsthe relationship betweenfl_ver ttme :
andmeasu_mentangle for eachof the four flight conditions, i
%
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TABLEi
FLYOVERTiME [N TERMSOF HEASIJ_EI_NTANGLE
Ttme (See)
Approach ApprOaCh
(Degrees) 30o Flap 25° Flap Take_f Cutback
20 -4.24 -4.24 -11.6 -10.88
30 -2.29 -2.29 -5.2 -4.97
40 -1.43 -1.43 -3.17 -3.01
50 -. 92 -. 92 -2.10 -1.97
60 -.55 -.55 -1.40 -1.27
70 -.25 -.25 -.85 -.73
80 0.00 0.00 -.39 -.27
90 .25 .25 .03 .15
95 .37 .37 .23 .35
100 .4g .4g .44 .S6
105 .62 .62 •65 .78
110 ,75 .75 .87 1.00
115 .89 .89 1.10 1.23
120 1.05 1.05 1.35 1.48
130 1.40 1.40 1.91 2.04
135 1.62 1.62 2.24 2.38
140 1.87 1.87 2.62 2.76
Variability In the measuredflyover data and predicted BPF levels, based on
statlcdata was also Investigated. The flyover notse prediction at a parti-
cular angle is basedon a curve which ts spl|ne fit, as a functton of correc-
ted speed, through measuredstatic data at that angle, rather than on the
static data potnts alone. The scatter of the measured data about this curve ts
source of variability tn the prediction. An Indication of the predict|on
variability within the range of applicable operating speeds and at each angle,
was obtained from the standard devlatlon of the SPL dtffccences between the
various data points and the spltne ftt used ir the prediction. The degree of
variability tn the measq-ed flyover data was detemtned from a comparison of
BPFvs, angle curves for two similar flight conditions. These vartabtl|ttes,
well as a comparisonof the pred|cted and measuredflyover levels, ape
discussed in the following paragraphs.
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C_npartsons were madebetween predicted and measured BPF and 2 8PF levels for
each of the four flight conditions and plotted as a function of angle. Each
plot consists of four curves, BPFm (one sample of measured flyover levels),
_ SPFma (average measured flyover levels), BPFpN! (predicted NO |CS), and
i BPFpI (predicted ICS). The bars on the BPFpI plot indicate the degree of
) data variabilityat that particularangledue to the spllneflt discussed
\ above.
Plots of BPF and 2 BPF(predicted) vs. BPF and 2 BPF(measured) were useful in
analyzingthe I_ effectivenessby showinga bias one way or the other.A
statisticalevaluationof the differencesbetweenmeasuredand predictedBPr
toneswas clonefor each flightconditionand the resultsare strewnon the
plotsof BPF predicted(BPFp)vs BPF measured{BPFm)•
_proach 30o FI
Plots of BPF vs. angle for approach, 30o flap, are shown in Figure 2. These
. plotsshow thatthe ICS predictionis closerto the measureddatathan the NO
ICS predictionin the forwardangles(30°-60°).In this angle range,the
ICS predictionis I-3 dB below the measureddata and the NO ICS predictionis
5-7 dB high. Near overhead(70-%°), the NO ICS predictionIs withinI dB of
the measuredBPF values,while the ICS predictloonIs 3-5 dB belowthe meas-
ureddata. In the aft angles {SO0-140°),the measureddata lieswithinthe
variabilityof the predictedICS data, and the NO ICS predictionis 3-5 dB
high.
The plots of 2 BPFvs. angle are shown in Figure 3. The curves in this figure
sho_ the ICS to have littleeffecton predicted2 BPF levels. The measuredand
t_ predictedvaluesagreeto within 2 dB for the angles200 through400
_. There is a peak in bothpredictionsat 500 which is not seen in the flyover
I 2 BPF data.Near overheadand in the aft angles (70-140°),the measured2
BPF levelsare I-3 dB higherthan both predictlom.
1981008334-016
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Figure 3 Comparison of Predlcte_ Fl_fh_ 2_R_ tone Levels (_ase_ on St:a_'.Lc
Data) With Neasured FIvover forteLevels; Approach 30° Flap
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_ Figure 4 shows a plot of BPFpN! vs. BPFmafor the NO ICS prediction. Each
data point on this figure corresponds to a measured and predicted BPF level at
a parti cul a_ angle. The ] the denoti ng equal ity of the predt cted andmeasured
) BPF is drawnon the plot as a reference.The data pointson the plot are cun-l
/_ sistentlyabove the line indicatingan over.edition. A statisticalassess-
ment of how well the pr_ected staticdata agreedwiththe flightdatawas
\ performedby takingthe averageof (BPFma- BPFpNI)for all anglessince
this averageis a measureof howmuch error there is betweenthe predictedand
measuredvalues.The standarddeviationthen providesa measureof the vari-
abilityof this quantityabout themean. For the ideal casewhere BPFma =
BPFpNI for every angleon Figure 3, then BPFma- BPFpNI = O, the mean of
these quantitiesand the standarddeviationwould be zero. If the mean is
negative,this impliesan overpredictionon the average.The mean, denotedby
(BPFma- BPFpNI)a,for the dataof Figure4 was found equal to -3.0
while the standarddeviationwas 1.7 dB.
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The BPFpI vs. BPFmaplot for the ICS prediction ts shown tn Ftgure 5. The
data potnts in thts figure are much closer to the BPFp • BPFm 1the Indica-
ting an improved prediction. In this case (SPFma - BPFpI)a was found to
be equal to 1.2 +1.6 dB, showing much better agreement of the prediction wtth
the fl_)_r data when static data from an 15 is used, with about the same
scatter,
\
16
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; Approach 250 Flap
Plots of BPF vs. angle for appeoach, 250 flap, are shown in Figure 6.
Measured BPF values are 3-7 dB below the no ICS prediction at all angles. The
IC$ prediction is very close to the measured data, with the measured BPF
valuesfallingwithinthe range of variabilityof the predictionatmost
angles.The BPF fllghtaveragevs. anglecurvefor an approach,250 flap,
does not show the rise in BPF value atoverheadwhich was shownfor the
approach300 flap case in Figure 2.
Plots of 2 BPF vs. angle are shown in Figure7. As was the case for approach
300 flap, the ICS has littleeffecton 2 BPF levels.The 2 BPF prediction
shows a peakat 500 which was not evidentin the measureddata. This
characteristicwas alsoevidentin the approach300 flap case. The measured
2 BPF curve peaks at 120°, 3 dB above the prediction.At all anglesgreater
than 70° the predicted 2 BPF curves are 2-5 dB below the measured 2 BPF
values. In short, the 2 BPF vs. angle curves show little effect of the ICS
and are verysimilarfor the two approachcases.
Figure 8 showsa plot of BPFpN_ vs. BPFmafor the no ICS case. All of the
points on this plot, .xcept 20 , are well above the BPFm BPFp line,
indicating a consistent overpredtctton. (BPFma-BPFpNI) a was found to
be equal to -4.5 +1.4 dB, supporting this observation.
A plot of BPFpI vs. BPFm is shown in Figure g for the ICS case. The data
pointson thls plot are groupedaroundthe BPFm • BPFp llne,_howlngan
: underpredlctionin the smallet anglesand an overpredictlonin the larger
_ angles. The proximity of the data points to the BPFm • BPFp line is In-
dicated by (BPFma- BPFpI)a being equal to -0.1 +_1.4dB.
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Takeoff
Nrrow bandspectrashowedthat the SPL levels of the one thirdoctavebands
containingthe BPF and2 BPF toneswere set by the tones and not the buzzsaw
harmonicscontainedin thoseone thirdoctavebands.The plots of BPF vs.
anglefor takeoffare shown in Figure I0. These plotsshow the ICS prediction
to be sli_tly betterthan the no I(:3predictionin the forwardangles.The
ICS predictionin this regionis 0-5 dB above the measureddata as comparedto
a 3-5 dB overpredictlonfrom the no I(3 data.Near overhead(90-I05°) the
ICS predictedandmeasuredBPF valuesare veryclose,with the measureddata
fallingwithin the rangeof scatterof the predictedcurve. In this region,
the NO ICS predictionis I-2 dB abovethe measureddata.Throughthe aft
angles(llO°-l_°) the no I_ predictionis 2-5 dB above the measureddata
and the ICS predictionis I-5 dB above the measureddata.It shouldbe noted
thatmeasuredand predictedBPF curveshave similarshapes.
Two BPF vs. angleplots are containedin Figure 11.As was the case for
approach,the ICS changes2 BPF levelsslightly.In the angle 40 to 60o
, the no ICe predictionis I-2 dB abovethe ICS prediction,The two prcJlctions
are essentiallyidenticalfor the rest of the angles.The ICS predictionis
approximately8 dB above themeasured2 BPF valuesfor the angles50 to 70°.
For all angleslargerthan 700, predicted2 BPF valuesare l-n dB above the )
)
measureddata.
Figure 12 contains a plot of BPFpN! vs. BPFmafor the no ICS case. Most
data pointson this plotare well above the BPFm • BPFp line,indicating
an overprediction.A statisticalevaluationshowed (BPFma- BPFpNI)a to
be equal to -3.2 + 1.5 dB.
c
A plot of BPFpI vs. BPFmafor the ICS prediction is shownin Figure 13.
Again el 1 the data points are above BPFm= BPFpcurve Indicating an over-
prediction.The valueof (BPFma- BPFpI)a for the ICS predictionwas
:_: equal to -h8 +..2.3dB, indicatingan improvementover the no ICS prediction.
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Cutback
The 8PF vs. angle plotsare shown in Figure 14. In the forwardangles,the
biggestdiscrepancybetweenpredictedandmeasuredBPF valuesoccurs between
30 and _o. In this ran_, the no ICSpredi_ion is 8-11dB above the
measuredBPF values,and the ICS predictionis 3-7 dB above themeasured
values.In the rangeof angles70 to 80o both predictionsimprove;the no
ICS predictionis I-2.5dB abovethe measureddata and the ICS predictions
agreewell _th the measuredBPF values.The measureddatafalls off faster
than eitherof the two predictionsin the aft angles(_-140°). In this
regionthe no ICS predictionis 3-6 dB above the measureddata, and the ICS
predictionis 1-4 dB above the measureddata.
Figure 15 contains 2 BP'Fvs. angle plots. These plots showthat the effect of
the |CS is small t: the forward angles (30 to 70o). In this region, both
predictions are 5-12 dB above the measured data. For the angles (80-120°),
the no ICS predictionis similarto the ICS predictionand approachesthe
measureddata towardsoverhead.In the aft angles (130°-140¢) the no ICS 2
8PF predictionIs 2-6 dB below themeasured2 BPF valuesand the ICS predlc-
tlon is closer,being I-4 dB belowthe measuredvalues.
Figure 16 shows a plot of BPFpNI vs. BPFm for the no ICS case. The data
points for each angle are all above the 8PFm = BPFp line, indicating an
overprediction. The value of (8PFm - BPFpN])a was calculated to be equal
to -5.0 +2.7 dB. Figure 17 shows similar plots for BPFpI vs BPFm, for the
ICS case. Again overprediction is indicated, with the value of (8PFm -
BPFpI)a calculated to be - 2.6 + 2.3 dB.
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Discussion of Data Vartabil ity
The variability in _neasuredflyover data for BPF and 2RPF i_ shown hy c,J,i_-
paring average BPF and ?BPF leve]_ (levels averaged between _.similar runs and
shown in Figures 2, 3, 6, 7, 10 and II) with BPF and 2BPF levels from a sinqle
run . This comparisonwas done for sll power_ except cuthack, wl)ereonly one t
set of flyover data was obtained. _cause the averaging was limited to two
runs, these comparisons can provide only an indication of flyover data
variability. In those cases for which re.at flyover data was availahle, the
difference between the mean and the actual s&nple II in qeneral less than l.c;
all,Thus, the variability in the flyover data was _mall.
The.variability in the ,neasured_tatic data relative to the spline fit curve
regressed through the Jat_ is reDre_ented by the bars through the predicted
BPF pointl (see Fiqures _, 6, and 10). Tt_ variability is more substantial
than for the flyover data, peakinq at a val_ of +I,6 ,-IF)(representinn a
difference of 3.2 dB) near the over'headanqles and _;ecreasingto +o.r_dB at
20o and 400. Because of this va,-iabilityin the data the assessment of the
static test procedure_ can only he :nadeto within a.ho_Jt+I._;dP_.
It should be noted that the standard deviation defineH nrevic)usIyis relate#
to the differer)cesbetween the predictions based on the ,heartof the static
data and the mean of the FIvover data, and is not directly related to tl_e
variability in the.,,iata(i,e. even if :)atavariability for hoth data sets i_
zero, there could be a d'fference l_otweenthe predicted anu measured values).
This standard deviation ranqed from 1,4 to 3.F)dB. If this is compared with
the somewhat smaller variability i,_the ,lata,which is typlcallv +I,6_d_ or
' less, the concl_sion can be drawn that the differences between the predictinns
F
_ based on the me,_nof the static data and the mean of the ,neasuredflyover data
} are _tatistically significant and are a measure of the accu_'acythat _esults
if stati_ data is used to predict fli0ht
26
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9Discussion of ICS Effectiveness ,
, In each of the conditions examined, a statistical analysis of the measured
flight meanBPF tone minus the predicted value based on the averaged measured
•_ staticdataprojectedto flightms carriedout to indicateif:
_ a) Use of an ICS improvedpredictionaccuracy.
b) Use of an ICSreducedthe scatterin the diff-rencebetweenmeasuredand
?
predictednoise levels.
Figure18 shows a tableof the resultsof the statisticalanalysis.Consideringfirstthe analysesfor each powersetting,it is clearthat differencesbe-
tweenthe predictedand measureddata are reducedwith the use of an lOS. In
fact, if differencesare averagedfor all power settingsand anglesit can be
seen that without an ICS, BPF is predicted 3.9 d8 higher than measured. Use of
an ICS resultsin only a 0.8 dB overpredlctlon,a significantimprovement.If
t
the standarddeviationsinFigure 18 are studied,it can be seen that the usei
. _ of an ICS does not significantlyalterthe scatterof the predictionsrelative .
to the data. _
t
NO ICS WITH ICS
imlii i iiiii i i illi
FLIGHTCONDITION (BPFma-BPFpNI)a (BPFma-BPFpI)a
dB d8 :
ill i mii. i ill
APPROACH300 FLAP -3 +1.7 1.2 +1.6 dBi I
APPROACH250 FLAP -4.5 +1.4 -0.1 +1.4I i
TAKEOFF -3.2 +_1.5 -1.8 +_2.3
CUTBACK -B.0 +_2.7 -2.6+_2.3
_. i ..... i i i, i ' ....
_ AVERAGEOVERALL ANGLESAND -3.9 +1.8 -0.8 +1.9POWERSETTINGS - -
Figure 18 compaz'l,_ono_ Avera_e,_ Neasured Ninus Predicted Va2ues of BPP_one :
" for Cases With and _i_ho,:tan £C_.
t_
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/i Based on the BPFcomparisonsdiscussed above, data obtained statically from a
i JTgOengine with the PWAICS installed and projected to flight, on the average,
; gave predictionsthatwere 0.8 +1.9dB higherthanmeasured Similardata
projections without an ICe, gave predictions that were 3.9 +1.8 dB higher than
i
measured.Sincethe variabilityin bothsets of measureddata $s on the order
i of +1.6 dB, the agrement betweenthe ICS prediction and the measureddata onJ
]
i the average,is probablyas close as can be expected, v
!
i Review of the 2 BFF static data shows that the effect of the ICS on the
i radiated sound field is small. Differences in comparisons of predicted with
flight for 2 BPF should then be caused primarily by errors in the corrections
usedfor projectingstaticdata to flightor data scatter.For the two
approach and cutback conditions the predictions are higher than the measured
for the forward angles and lower for the aft angles. For the takeoff case, the
predictions are generally greater than the measured for all angles. These
c_partsons suggest that a possible reason for the discrepancy is that the
convecti_ amplificationcorrectionmay be too high In the forwardquadrant
and too low in the #t, A reductionin exponentfrom the valueof four
commonlyusedwould resultin improvedagreementbetweenthe predictionsand
the measureddata.This observationis basedon the limiteddata comparison
containedherein,and Is not concluslve. The correctionsused to project
staticdata to flightare consistentwiththe currentstate of the art. It is
difficultto pinpointerrors in any one of these corrections(i.e.convective
amplification)as being totallyresponsiblefor the observeddifferences .
betweenpredictedandmeasuredflyoverdata. Othercorrectionsthat could have _,
errorsin them include,long distancepropagationin the a_ere, i.e,,
(
sound is scatteredby turbulencein the atmosphere,an effectwhich is !
currentlynot includedin the corrections.Additionally,extra ground attenua- i
.: tlon is presentlyan empiricalcorrectionwhose physicaloriginhas yet to be
defined.Non-linearsound propagationeffectsbecomesignificantat large )
i, propagation distances, an effect not included in the corrections. Refraction
:_ of sound by velocity and temperature gradients in the a_osphere are not
includedin the predictions,althoughtheycan be partiallyincludedby use of
:;_ a layereda_mosphere.Reflectionand diffractioncausedby an aircrafts'
wings and fuselage are not included in the corrections. In view of these
possible omissions, it is recommendedthat th_se corrections be further
r
assessed and improvedas required, i
::X
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Further evaluations of the P_A ICS and evalu_ ion of the Boeing ICS are re-
ported in Reference 4. Comparisonsape made at the spectral level for three
angles using data from both ICS's for approach and takeoff power, (see Figures _,
21, 22, 23, 24 of Reference 4). As is evident, there is very good agreement
between the f|yover data and the static data projected to flight, In addition,
since FAAnoise certification procedures requ_.peassessmentof noise levels in _
• terms of Perceived Noise Levels (PNL), PNL time histories are also compared in
Figure 25 of Reference 4. A_ain very good agreement results.
Fromthe above discussions, the following conclusions can be drawn,
o The use of an ICS in static fan noise testing of high bypass ratio (HBPR)
engines, combined with a comprehensive static-to-flight projection tech-
nique, provides an improved method for obtaining predictions of flight fan
noise levels using static data.
o The ICS effectiveness has been demonstrated for the JTgO-7 engine type.
OtherHBPR engineswith differentfan noisecharacteristicsmay show
differentacousticresults,and furtherevaluationusing other engine
data, such as that from the JTlSD,would be beneficialin further
verifyingICSeffect,veneer.
(_.5Work PlanFor FurtherEvaluationof the ProceduresReport (PhaseIll,
Task E)
Duringthe contractperiod,supportwas p_oviledto NASA to help in planning
their JTI5Dt_st programsand interpretingthe resultingdata as well as
,, helpingin coordinationof the contract._S partof this support,periodic
: reviewswere heldwith NASALand)icyand Lewis descriSingresultsof Pratt&
WhitneyAircraftstudiesand makingsuggestionsfor NASA'sprogramsbasedon
_ experiencein the Pratt & WhitneyAircraft/BoeingJoint Noise Program.In
.._ addition,writtencon_nentson NASA's 3TISD in_tallationon the OV-1were also
i_ provided,This provideda familiaritywith NASA'sprograms,which when coupled
to the resLiltsof this contractand the resultsof tilePrat' & Whitney
: Aircraft/Boeingjoint program,have indicatedthe need for furtherwork,
29
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supplemental to NASA's current plans. A work plan defining the various
elementsof this furtherwork llasbeen definedand is incl_Jded,_sAor}endixIV
of thisreport.
The el_mentssuggestedas requi_ingfurtherwork are outlinedbel)w:
I. ICS's
I. AssessNASA ICS desiqnsusing ProceduresReport.
2. AssessProceduresReportby projectingstaticdata to flight_nd
comparingto JTI5D fliqhtdata and updateProceduresReport.
3. Defineadditionaltestprogramsrequiredbased on res,.Itsof I)& ?)
above.
II. Ames Tunnel
4. DefinecorrectionsreqtJi_,:'t,)projectAmes t,mneidata to flight.
5. Assesseffectivenessof Ames t_mnelas a simulationof Flight.
Ill Ri. Testing
6. Assesseffectivenessof rig testingin anechoicchamberwith ICS as
simulationof flight.
IV. InletBoundaryLayer Simulation
7. Assess importanceof this simulation.
8. Developinletdesignand boundary layercontrolmethodsif shown to
be necessaryin Step 7.
V. Misc.
9. Provlde technlcaI assistanceto supportNASA in ,IT15Dflyoverprogram.
I0. Conductinvestigationto definestartingconditionsfor inflowdls-
_ tortionsgeneratedby the flow over the groundplane and stand
:, structure.
C
3O
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_r S"O RESULTS,CONCLUSIONSAND REOOMMENDATIONS
Major concluslonsand recommendationsfrom PhaseI and Phase II, as they
impactthe developmentof the proceduresreport,are listedbelow alongwith
the major conclusionsand recommendationsfrom Phase Ill.Inclusivelists of
conclusionsand recommendationsfromPhase I and Phase II are glyen in
Referencesl, 2, and 3.
5.1 Resultsand Conclusions
Phase I
I. Basedon a literaturesearch,an atmosphericturbulencemodel has been
selectedthat predictsturbulenceintensities,integralscales and spectra
as a functionof the altitudeabovethe ground,the mean wind velocity,
i the surfaceroughnessand al_nosphericstability.
2. The differencein fan tone soundpower at BPF due to ingestedatmospheric
turbulencebetweentypicalstatictest conditionsand typlcallanding
approachconditionsis on the orderof 30 dB. Basedon this difference,it
, is concludedthat fan noise due to ingesteda_ospheric turbulenceis
negligiblein landingapproachconditionsfor the currentlyused high
bypassratio engines.
3. Fan tonenoise due to convectedturbulenceis dominatedby the distortion
elementswithina smallrange of transversescales.For typicalturbulence
energydistributionsthisrange coversabout one decadeand is centered
arounda transversescale in the orderof 30% of the rotor bladespacing
at the bladetip. For a given turbulencevariance,maximumsoundpower
levels are achievedat transverseintegralscalesin the order of 25% of
the rotor blade spacingat the bladetip. For a JTgD fan this Is abo_Jt4.1
, an and for the JI'ISDfan it is about 1.3 an.
i 31
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4. Duct, inlet and fuselage pressure variations, measured during flyover
tests of a 747 equipped with JTgD engines, indicate that there is no
obvious correlation between inlet angle of attack changes and changes in
broadbandnoise as well as narrowband noise at the first three hamonics
of the fan blade passing frequency.
Phase II )J
5. Using analytical modelsand test data on the effects of contractionand
screening on steady and unsteady distortions, an ICS design system was
developed. Honeycombwas found to be particularly effective in removing
transversevelocitydistortions.
6. ICS propagation effects caused by corners and structure such as those in
the PWA ICS were foundto be controllableto levelswithinthe re_at-
abilityof measuredfar-field acousticstatic data.The folIowlng tech-
niquess_uld be usedto minimizetransmissioneffects;desi)nwhich min-
imizescorners,sharpchangesin ICS radiusand supportstructureother
thanthe honeycomb/perforatedplate covering;controlledspeed variations
of the orderof O._ duringthe timeperiodacousticdata is obtained.
7. Analyslsof BladeMountedTransducerData, obtainedwithoutan ICS,showed
thatsignificantamountsof inflowdistortionwere generatedby the flow
overthe groundplaneand standstructure.
8. The ICS design systan velocities predicted for the ICS case were 2-4
orders of magnitude less than the velocities inferred from BMI"data. This
indicated that the BMTsignal was set by phenomenaother than inflow dis-
tortion. Velocitiescalculatedfrea hot film datawere inmuch closer
agreementwlth the designsystemwedi ctlons.
)
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: Phase III
g. An InterimProceduresReportwas developedthat givesstep by step
instructionsfor the designof an ICS,the conductof the statictest
: pro_am usingthe 15 mountedon an engineand the projectionof the
resultingstaticdatato flight.
I0. Assessmentof the ProceduresReport usi,_gflyoverdatafrom a 747 equipped
with JTgDenginesand staticdata from tests of a JTgD engineoperated
_th and withou;an ICS showedthat use of dataobtainedfrom the P_ ICS
designprojectedto flightimprovedthe agreementbetweenflyoverdata and
staticdata projectedto flight by 3.I dB for the blade passagefrequency
tone.A similarassesment resultedwhen dataobtainedwith t,heBoeing ICS
was used.
5.2 Recommendations(AllPhases)
I. Assessand improveInterimProceduresReport usingNASA JTISD staticdata
obtainedwith an ICS and flyoverdata to be obtainedduringflighttests
with a JT15D enginemountedon the OV-I.
2. Assessthe importanceof and developa systemto provideinlet designsfor
use in statictestingthat properlyrepresentthe aerod_amlc properties
and the acousticradiationcharacteristicsof f11ghtinletsoperatedin
flight.
3. Assessthe validityof testingin the Ames Wind Tunnel by developingand
applyingcorrectionsfor projectingwindtunneldata to flightand by
comparingwith JT15D flyoverdata to be obtainedduringflight testsof
the OV-1.
_L
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4. Assess the valtdtty of testing fan rtgs tn anechoic chamberswtth ICS's by
projecting data from such tests conducted wtth the JTISD engine to flight
and comparingwtth the flyover data to be obtained durtng fltght tests of
t'le_-I.
i
5. Conduct analytical and experimental studies to define the distortion
• velocityfield inducedby flowover the groundplane and enginetest stand
stru_ _e.
6. Investigate further the need to:
a) Accountfor the three-dimensionalnoise field of a fan during
statictesting.
b) Obtaintest data with variablefan speed.
c) Use differentnozzleareasfor statictestingthan used in
flightor generatean appropriateset of correctionsto properly
accountfor flightram effectsduringstatictesting.
7. Furtherassess,and improveas required,the staticto flightprojection
methodolo_.
34
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APPENDIX I
INTERIt4PROCEDURESREPORT
PROCEDURESFORTHE DESII_I OF INFLOWCONTROLSTRUCTURES,TATIC
TEST TECHNIQUESANDPROJECTIONOF STATICDATATO FLIGHT
,_ 1.0 INTRODUCTION 1)
(
A difference exists between fan flyover noise predictions, based on static
engine test data andmeasurementsmade during aircraft flyovers. This differ-
ence in fan noise, which is observed i_tmartly in the blade passing frequency
tones, is ascribed to distortions in the fan inflow field that exist during
static testing but not during flight. The tnflow distortions present statl
cally, but not in fltght, include:
t) Steady and quasi steady distortion induced by flow over stand
structure and the ground plane.
tt) Turbulence induced by flow over stand structure.
ttt) Distortion of atmospheric turbulence caused by the 1_ge con-
traction of the meanflow that occurs during static testing.
Effective suppression of these distortions can be provided by use of hemisphe-
rically shaped Inflow Control Structures (ICS), placed upstream of the fan,
that are constructed of honeycomband perforated plate. An example of an
Inflow Control Structure, constructed by PWAandmounted on a JTgD engine, is
showntn Figure 1A. This design is an octagonal (flat panel) approximation of
a Hemisphere of 24 foot equivalent diameter. The panels consisted of about 50£
open area perforated plate face sheets with l/d • 8 honeycombbacking. A
second generation Inflow Control Structure built by Boeing and also used on a
:.: ' JTgD e_gtne is shownin Figure lB. Both of these Inflow Control Structures
have been shownto be effective in reducing inflow distortion generated noise
to levels comparablewith those measured in flight (see References 1, 2 and 3).
°.
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/Figure IA Pratt & Whltney A/rcraft InfZow ControZ Structure Mounted on JTgD
P_gttre ZI 11oeJF_IEZnfZow Control Structure Noun/:.ed on J'J'gD 8ngtne
, 3"/
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The purposeof this interimproceduresreportis to l_ovidestep by step
Instructlons for:
i)Oesl@l_ an InflowControlStructurefor ppllcationto a
specified engine. )
)
/
il)Obtainingstatictest datawith the InflowC_ntrolStructure
instalI_.
lii)Projectingthe staticdata to flight.
This proceduresmanualhas beenfomul atedusingresultsfrom NASAContract
_$1-15085, "Forward SpeedEffects on Fan Noise" (see References 3-6), and
from a Boetng/P_ joint program (See References 1 and 2), for the aevelopment
start c testingtec_iclues.
The procedures manual is divided into the following sections:
t) I nfl owControl Structure Destgn System
il) StaticTestingaw:JDataRecordingand AnalysisProced,Jres
iii) Projectiono_ StaticData to Flight
2.0 INFLOWCONTROLSTRUCTUREDESI_ SYSTEM
Development of the system presented below for the design of Inflow Control
Structures is described in detail tr_ Reference 6. Only the step by step proce-
dure ts given here. Two design procedures are given, one that results in an
_- l#Iow Controlr.tru_uredesignfor suppression_f turbulenceto calcul_t_
inflightturbulencelevelsand the otherthat resultsin a designfor suppres-
sionof steadydistortionsto calculatedi#li@t turbulencelevels.Tl_!most
conservativedesignis then selectedfor construction.Note thatHoneycombis
38
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J_
used to removeprimarily the azimuthal velocity componentsof inflow distor-
tion whereasperforatedplatereducespredominantlythe stre_nwisevelocity
componentof the inflowdistortion. _-
c
2.1 GeneralInformation
J
I. Determine inlet velocity at lowest operating condition - uo
2. Determinemaximumambientwind velocityin testwindow - UA
s
3. Computedesignspeedat InflowControlStructure-uic S
UICS = 1.5 UA
4. Determineinletradius - Ro
5. Computenominalradiusof InflowControlStructure- RICs
RIC S = RO %/ Uo
V 2UIcS
6. Determinefan rotorblade number- B
7. Computeminimumsensitivetransversescale - Amin
_Ro ',,=
Amin =
8. Computefinal contractionratio (InflowControlStructureto inletJ - I IF
Uo
IF - UICS
[Note: Initialcontractionratio,from atmosphereto InflowControlStructure,
,i llI, i_ equal to 1.5 by design] _
9. Computeminimumsensitivetransversescale at InflowControlStruc-
ture I _. )= _ min ItS i
= It I/2 "
' ( Amin ) ItS IF _min
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: I0. Coaputecharacteristic detail dimensionof Inflow Control Structure !
_ material - d (e.g. Honeycombcell size) :.
ICS
! dIc S o Xmin ) ItS
II. ComputeReynoldsNumberof honeycombcell - Re
/
: 2.2 Am,osphericTurbulenceDesign
12. Detemtne engine height - z , roughnessscale z ; (See Figure 2)O
static reference height (engine height) z , static reference windRI_F
speed (max. wind speedtn test wtndo_, Figure 3)UpEF.
13. Compute RMS value of turbulent velocity in capture stream tube durtng
static operation - _-_--UAS
UREF 5/6 z :
u_ .464 Ro I/3 Uol/6 -I/3
AS = 1/6 5/6
en
|n Zo Zo
14. Compute static contraction ratio - J ls
u
o
15, Co,,_te characteristic length scale of turl_lence in c_ture stre_-
_' tubeduringstaticoperation- l,hS
1/2
LAS .355 R° 11S
4O
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TERRAIN DESCRIPTIONOF AREAWiTHiN SEVERALKILOMETERSUPWINDOF SiTE
10
S
4
ENTERS OF CITIES WITH VEtiY TALL BUll %INGS VERY HILLY OR MOUNTAINOUS
AREAS
CENTERS OF LARGE TOWNS. CITIES FORESTS
CENTERS OF SMALL TOWNS FAIRLY LEVEL WOODED COUNTRY
4 OUTSKI RTI OF TOWNS
S ) TYPICAL
STATIC
a MANY TREES, HEGGES;, FEW BUILDINGS _"TEST
ENV RONMENT
NATURAL RNOWIURrACIIFARMLANO)
OFF41EA WiNG IN COASTAL AREAS
GESERT |PLATS
!
S ,LAmGE EXPAN_,ES OF WATSR
|
CALM OPEN SEA
10"i
$NOWCOVEREO PLAT OR
S ROLLING GROUND
4
3
IC|, MUG FLATS
F*igure :i Va2ues ._or SurL"ace Roughness Soa2e Z0 CREW. ZS)
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WIND(M/sIVELOCITY I
4.0
(8MILES/HOUR) !
3,0 i
J
2.o i
-- -'--11 14 MI LES/HOUR)
1.0
i I I I I I
•180 .90 ,45 ° 0 45 ° 90 180
NOZZLE
INLET AXIS NOZZLE ,
AXIS AXIS
WIND DIRECTION I°)
c
_igure3 ?_pica2Wir_ LimitUsed in Static_'_nNoise ?ests
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16. Detemine, for flight operation, engine height z, roughness
scale Zo(Figure 2), flight reference height -zREI, , flight refer-
ence wind speed -URE v
17. Compute RN5 value of turbulent velocity in capture stream tube in
(_ flight - _-u_AF_
_'_ -_ .464 Rol/3 UREF z-l/3
' UAF = i/6 15/6
' ( ) ( )i !n z |n ZREFZ O Z O
18. Compute characteristic length scale of turbulence in capture stream-
tube in flight - LAF
LAF = .355 Ro
19. Compute limits of sensitive wavenumber ranges -k I , k2u , k2L
k3u , k3L
* B 10B B
kz =_ ' k2';= k3'J---%-0' _2L: k3_,= _"o
20. Compute in flight turbulence field characteris.tics- NI.,, *_F
--'-2
2 UAF 1
NF = --_ ' "YF - LAF
LAF
21. Determine blade relative inflow angle at tlp - _'
t
43
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)22. Computecharacteristiclengthscale of turbulencebehindInflowCon-
)
trol Structure- LieS :.
4 LAS
I'ICS = ] _ 1/2 if > 1iI
= LAS Otherwise
23. Computethe parametersp and s Y :
2 2
k2L LIC S
p = S = p + I
lip >
24. Computemaximum valueof flow angleratio product - ap oeH
[ " i32_Nr LAs _(k3u- hL )klI( )( )I1/2 u_ 4 + + + 2 I ) T1IF tlI AS k2L2 YF 2 k3u k3L _ '
m j
i 4k2L sin + k3u + k3L i
i
25. Solvethe equationfor perforatedplate (gauze)flow angle ratio -%
2gp 3 + ap 2 - 1.21 op 2/3
3 = .866 Sp _H [II
_p + 1.21
t,
>. • - ILn _p
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_: 26. Coapute resistance of perforated plate (gauze) - Kp
-2
Kp = 1,21 ap - i
. 27. Compute flow angle ratio of honeycomb-a H
\
¢11t -
28. Compute resistance of honeycomb- Ki!
KH = - ,201 Re -1/4 In a H
2.3 Stead_ Distortion Design
29. Determine maxtmumazimuthal veloctty tn vortex - U2A
30. Computemaximumvalue of flow angle ratio product - a !, _11
UAF
U2A
31. Detemtne maxtmumpre-contractt on streomwtse veloct ty deftc| t - 3UIA
32. Solve the equatton for the perforated plate (gauze) flow angle ratio .ap
_i: aP 3 + 1.21 _UIA IS
_T
_ ap +ap a H - .201 Re -1/4 otp In Op (xH- In ap
-_ )
t
!, 0
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t,,
/
33. Computere;istance of perforated plate (gauze) - Kp
-2
Kp = 1.21 ap - 1
34. Compute flow angle ratio of honeycomb - a H
_p a H
_H =
35. Computeresistanceof honeycomb-K n
"_ KII = - .201 Re-I/4 In (_H
2.4 Conservative Design
z
i
36. Compareresistanceof perforatedplate (gauze)for atmosphericturbu- !
fenceand steady distortion designs (Items 26 and 33). Choose the l
larqer- Kp
37. Comr_reflow angleratio of honeycombfor atmosphericturbulenceand
steadydistortiondesigns.(Items27 and 34).Choose smaller-a H
38. Computehoneycomblengthto diameterratio - !
d
! I
= - -- |I_
39. Determineperforatedplateopen arearatio from Bainesand Peterson
plotFigure4-Op
40. Determinethe maximummach numberof flow incidenton the InflowCon-
trolStructure- MICS.
41. Plotperforatedplate thickness,j(p,againsthole diameterdp,
-, using the transmission loss criterion of less than one dB in the 24th
one - thirdoctaveband.
2.1/2f ( Jl ( )t_ tp 5.39.10 3 5 04 2+gi_ MIC Op 1 op dp
42. Select a perforatedplate thickness and hole diameter consistent with
the estimateof dlcS in Item lO.
46
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J.O STATICTESTPROCEDURES,DATA ACQUISITION/ANALYSISPROCEDURES
, In Section2 a designsystemfor an InflowControlStructurehas beenout-
lined.S_chInflowControlStructureswill reducethe differencesin fan noise
due to inflowdistortionbetweenstaticand flightconditions.However,numer-
ous other causesfor differencesin fan noisebetweenthe two conditionsstil1
remain,Some of these differencescan be minimizedby the use of properstatic
testproceduresand properdata acquisitionand analysis,othersare not well
understoodand needfurtherresearch.This sectionprovidesrecommendations
concerningstatictest proceduresand data acquisition/analyslsprocedures.
3.1 Test StandStructure
The test standstructurecausesdistortionsin the fan inflowfield and af-
fects th_ soundpressurefield generatedby the engine.Minimizationof these
effectsshouldbe consideredin futuretest stand designs.
3.2 InletGeometry
The inlet geometryaffectsthemean flow field as well as the boundarylayer
in the inlet.It also impactsthe sound pressurefield radiatinginto the for-
ward arc.Basedon the informationpresentedin References7, 8 and 9 and Ap-
pendixII of Reference3, it is recommendedthat:
- The inlet contourbetweenthroat and fan face used in static
tests shouldmatch the flightinlet contour.
- The exteriorbellmouth should be minimizedin size to a point
•_ where it still providessmall peak velocitiesin the throat
highlightarea and a well attachedboundarylayer at the fan
" face,lhe bellmouthused in the statictest configurationof
ReferenceI0, satisfiestheserequirements.Its cross section
is ellipticand its normallzedhalf diametersare (SeeFigure
5A). .._a., .4 _ • .25
Ro Ro
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Figure 5 rnleC Geometr_
3.3 EnqineGeometr_,
The significanceof the three dimensionalcharacterof the sound pressure
field radiatingfrom a turbofanengineis not known at the presenttime (see
AppendixII ofReference3). Until the significanceof thisphenomenahas been
evaluated,it is recommendedthat the enginegeometrybe kept identicalbe-
tween staticand fIighttests.
3.4 Nozz.le Geometr},
The use of an InflowControlStructureresultsin a negllglblepressuredrop,
and thereforedoes not alterthe fan operatingconditiom. However,the fan
operat|n9line differsbetweenstaticand flightconditionsdue to the ram
pressurerise in flight.Based on the simpleanalysispresentedin AppendixII
of Reference 3, it is concluded that the operating lines could be matched by
the use of a variablefan exhaustnozzlein statictests.The effectof the
: 49
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4changesin the fan operatingllne on the fan noise generationare not well
known at the presenttime.Until the magnitudeof the resultingdifferencesin
the fan sound pressurefield have been evaluated,it is recommendedthat the
: fan exhaustnozzlehat,are be identicalfor staticand flighttests.
3.5 Instrumentatlon Recommendatims
(
AcousticInstrumentation
The acousticinstrumentationfor staticfan noise testsconsistsof a circular
arrayof mic_op_nes at a distanceof 20 to 40 Inlet diametersfrom the engine.
Basedon extensiveexperiencewith groundand polemicrophonesan array of
ground microphones and/or pole microphones is recommended.An example showing
suggested spacing is shownin Figure 6.
9O
X X
120
INLET NOZZLE
• GROUND MICROPHO_;.=.S
X POLEMICROPHONES
¢. F'igure 6 Nicrop_.,)e ;U'ray for _;tat_. ran ZVoYLse7'es_s
SO
I
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One-half inch condensor microphones are recommended.They provide essentlally
flat. frequency response from 40 to 10 KHZ at grazing incidence, are rela-
tively insensitiveto temperatureand humidityvariations,and can be call-
, brated electrostatically.
The groundmicrophonesare mountedI/2 inch above the groundfacingdownwards.
The microphonesupportmountedon a thin flat platebondedto the concrete '
;urfacemust be designedto have negligibleeffectson the soundpressure
field.Cablesshouldbe routedfrom the far side of the arrayto the
microphonesand shouldbe broughtundergroundif they cross the test arena.
Microphonespecificationshouldbe the same as in FAR Part 36 AppendixA.
MeteorologicaI Instrumentation:
Ai_osphericconditionswithinthe test arena affecttone noise generationas
well as the sound propagationfrom the engineto the far-fieldmicrophones.
The atmosphericconditionsare characterizedby the followingparameters:
p (abn) staticpressure
T °C statictemperature
RH % Relative humidity
Vw m/s Wind velocity
6 o Wind directionrelativeto inlet axis.
In a first o,'de,"app_oxinationthe acousticp_essureis proportionalto the
anbientpressure.H_wever,most statictests are cond,ctedclose to _ea level
altitude__nd thereforethe ambientpressurecove.rsonly a s._allcanoe.For
practicallyall staticte_t conditions,correctionsFor staticpressure
changesare not necessary.
Tenperatureand humidityaffectthe atmos_eric absorption.Ambienttem_r-
ature isexpectedto varyonly weakly in _ horizontalpla_, hut it can be a
strongfunctionof heightabnveground.Instatictests with groundmic_o-
+
)
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i
phones, it is recommended that the mblent temperature be measured at several i
heights between the ground and the engine height. The follow!ng measurement !
heights are suggested: the microphone heights, at the engine centerline, near I
the humidity meas_-in--device, and one foot off the measur'ment surface. )
)
The absolute humidity is not expected to vary significantly within the test
arena. The relative humidity will however change with the temperature. Several
t
ambient temperatures (i.e., as specified above) and a single dew point mea-
surement within the test arena are expected to provide sufficient information
about the relative humidity distribution.Ambient and dew point temperature
measurement accuracy should be .3°C. This will provide an a_,ceptablerela-
tive humidity accuracy of +3%.
dind _._locityand direction c_n affect Fan ,oise so,rces as well as souni
propagation. ,ii_dvelocity ,'est_ictionsin static enline te_ts are pot well
defined. A low _hreshold, ai_ bearing ¢,JpanerncJneterproviJe5 aind velocity
infomation of sufficient accuracy (*.72 M/S between .%47 and 6.)I ,_/S).Sin_._
aind velocity and direction _nayvary _i_iFicantly over the duratinn of a test
poi,lt,tt-ey_hojld be r_cor_e,!continuously For _ach test point.
Engine Perfonr,ance Inst_u_entation:
'nst_nentation For all standard en,)ine_rfornan,:e oaraneters should
._vailable.En)_ne perFo_ance instr_entation to satisfy lenPr_l and specific
:ne,_surenentneeds i-e req,_;_e,Jt,)ens,)res'_a_le,re_atable, and co,nparable
engine operating characterssties when conducting noise measurement tests.
Noise tests conducted on high bypass ratio fan engines require accura;e mea-
surement of several important fan parameters. Among these are fan rpm, fan
pressure ratio, fan mass flow rate, fan temperature ratio, engine thrust, and
fan exhaust area. Additional engine performance parameters are required when
measuring particJla_'lyfor jet exhaust noise generation. These parr'eters
include nozzle temperatures and pressures, overall pressure ratio, and primaryC
' engine exhaust _'ea. A total engine noise test would require at least all of
the above mentioned parameters plus any other special flow and aerodynamic
parameters that might be required for specldl noise tests. Ambient conditions
5".
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l
of temperature, atmospheric pressure, humidity, and wind speed and direction
must also be measured as desc,-ibedabove, in order that the measured engine "_
_rfomance parameters can be corrected to standard conditions for effective
' noise measurement comparisons.
3.6 Test Condition Recommendations
;/
In this discussion the term test point is used to describe a time period dur- (
1
ing which acoustic data are acquired while the engine operates in a stabilized
condi ti on.
Test Point Characteristics:
Each test point is characterized by a set of cor.'ectedengine parameters
(corrected rotational speeds, corrected mass flow rates, component pressure
ratios). For typical static test conditions, the relationships between the
various corrected engine parameters are unaffected by the ambient abnospheric
conditions. A single corrected engine parameter can therefore be selected to
characterize the various test points. In static tests concerned with fan noise,
iL is reasonable to select one of the parameters that describe the thermody-
namic cycle of the fan. The corrected fan speed Nly_which is directly related
to the fan tip Mach number is one of the corrected parameters that describes
the fa,J cycle. It is easily measured and provides a reliable signal. It is
suggested that N I/_r_"be used to characterize the test points in static fan
noise tests.
Engine Operating Point Variability for a Test Point:
Engine transients between test points result in very low frequency thermody-
namic transients in various engine components, In order to provide stable
_c engine operating conditions at a test point, a stabilization period of at
least 2 minutes is recommended before each test point. Unsteady distortions in
the inflow field of engines typical for static test conditions cause signifi-
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cantfluctuationsin the englneoperatingcond|tions.T_se fluctuationsare
greatlyreducedwith an InflowControlStructure,Withoutan InflowControl
Structurecorrectedspeedfluctuationsfor a test mint vary typicallyI per-
cent of the correctedfan speed.With an InflowControlStructurethey are
reducedto about ,3percent.Correctedfan s_ed differencesbetweenthe vari-
ous engineson an aircraftin a flyovernoise test are typicallyin the order
of i.percentof the averagecorrectedFar,speed.The reducedcorrectedfan
speed fluctuationsin statictests with inflowcontrolwill likelyresultin
Iobulardirectivitypatternsat the fan BPF and its harmonics.It is necessary
to considerhow to use the staticdata,with its lobulardlrectivitypattern,
to predictflight,which also has iobuiardirectivitypatternsand engineto
enginespeed variations,which tendto averageout the lobularpatterns.
Thereare two methodsfor accountingfor this variation.The Firstmethod is
to obtainstaticnoise data atmany fixedcorrectedspeeds,predictflyover _
ruise levelsat a seriesof correctedspeed valuessimulatinga typicalfly-
over speed variation,and averagethe resultingpredictions.The secondmethod
is to simulatethe flyovercorrectedspeed variationduringthe data acquisi-
tionin a staticnoise test and predicta _ingleflyovernoise levelfrom the
static measurement.
The two methodsdifferfunda_entallyin the procedureFor simulatingthe cor-
rectedspeea varietionin flyovermeasurement%.In the Firstmethodthe cor-
rectedspeed variationis directlysiLnulatedby makingflightnoise predictions
at a seriesof correctedspeedswhile in the secondmethod the flyoverspeed
variationis simulatedin the staticdata acquisitionprocess.The second
method is an approximationto the procedurallycorrectmethod one and will
producethe same answeras methodone only if the transformationsthat are
usedto predictflightnoise levelsfrom staticmeasurementsare linear.How-
ever,the secondmethodmoy be more practicalto implementthanmethodone.
In additionto beingmore practical,the secondmethod has two otheradvan-
tages.First,analysisof theeffectof an inletcontrolscreenon fan noise
directivityhas demonstratedthat_for a specificsourcestructure,the screen
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can, if it containsdiscontinuities,alter the sourcedirectivityvia diffrac-
tioneffects.These diffractioneffectscan be eliminated(l.e.,averageto
zero)if the enginespeed is variedslightlyto producea varyingsource
structure.(It shouldbe notedthat the contractorsexperiencewith Inflow
ControlStructureson the JTgD enginehas shownthese diffractioneffectsto
be small).Second,fan noise directlvltyis very lobularand sensitiveto cor-
rectedspeed,and varyingcorrectedspeedslightlyduringa statictest will
producea betterestimateof fan noise at a nominalspeedthan dataobtained
with corrected_ed held strictiyconstant.In the past,beforethe use of an
InflowControlStructure,the fan directivitypatternsthat weremeasuredwere
muchsmoother.Accordingly,problemspresentedby the lobuIar directivity pat-
ternswere not encountered,and neitherof the abovemethodshave been used by
Pratt& WhitneyAircraftand Boeing.A variantof the firstmethod has been
usedwhere a relativelysmallernumberof speed pointswere usedto definethe
noise versusspeedcharacteristicsof the engine,and flight predictionswere
made for a nominalflightspeed.Thereforeit is difficultat this time to
selectone of the methodsas beingthe preferredone. The selectionis best
made by the user dependingon constraintsuniqueto his case,e.g. test time,
testcosts,availabledata reductionand processinge_,i)i,lent,etc.
Durationof Test Point:
One-thirdO.B. spectrafor the 40 Hz to I0 KHz frequencyrange are usually
basedon samplesof a durationof 32 seconds.A test point durationof i
minute is recommended.A minimumof threerepeatpointsper test point is
recommended.
Temperatureand RelativeHumidityRestrictions:
In flyovertestingwith its inherentlylongpropagationdistancesbetweenthe
sourceand the microphone,atmosphericabsorptionhas a significanteffecton
the measureddata. In this situationa tightrestrictionon air temperature
and humidityis required(FAR PART 36 testwindow,Figure 7). In statictests
the propagationdistancesare much shorterand a less restrictivetestwindow
is acceptable.In the past, staticteJt windowshave usuallyretainedthe
relativehumiditylimits(20 to 95%) as well as the no precipitationcondition.
/
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) The lowertemperaturelimithas, however,frequentlybeen extendedto lower
temperatures(25 to 30°F),dependenton the expectedenvironmentalcondi-
: tions.The maximumattenuation]imit (12 dB/100meter at 8 KHz) is frequentlyI
waivedas well in statictests.A statictest windowwith relativehumidities
i between20 and 95%,no precipitatlonand temperaturesbetween-5 and 35°C is
recommendedfor statictests (seeFigure 7).i
Wind Velocityand DirectionRestrictions:
In statictestswith an InflowControlStructurethe wind limitations hould
be basedon the followingcriteria:
- no shadowingof far-fieldgroundmicrophones
- no reingestion
Observationof the on-lineI/30B spectrafrom the pole and groundmicrophones
at the same angularlocationprovidesinformationabout the first limit.If
the differenceof thespectrum l_velsin the highfrequencyrange (f > 5 kHz)
betweenthe groundmicrophoneand the pole microphonefluctuateor become
significantlylessthan 3 dB, then groundmicrophoneshadowinghas occurred
and the acousticdata is not acceptable.Extensivetestingwithinthe wind
envelopeshown in Figure 3 has preventedthe occurrenceof groundmicrophone
shadowingin all tests.
It is recommendedthat the wind limitspresentedin Figure3 be used in static
tests.
3.7 DataAcquisitionand Processing
AcousticData:
c The acousticsystemshouldconsistof microphone,cathodefollower,microphone
power supply,preamnplifierand recorder.The systemshouldconformto the
_ specificationsfor noiserecordingsystemsas describedin FAR Part 36, Appen-
dix A.
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Data Recording Requirements:
Fourteen (14) channel tape recorders should be used in the FM modeat taw
speeds of 30 IPS. Twelve (12) channels should be used for acoustic data, the
; remaining two (2) channels for voice commentaryand the time code. _coustic
data records of 60 secondscluratton are recommended.
_ SystemCalibrations: _ ,
MicrophoneCalibration:
Beforeeach test seriesa free-fieldfrequencyresponsecalibrationshouldbe
made for eachmicrophoneat the preferredI/30.B. centerfrequenciesbetween )
40 Hz and I0 KHz. The free-fieldcalibrationshouldbe accomplishedby apply-
ing free-fieldcorrectionsto an electrostaticpressurecalibration.
_MicrophoneSyst_ Response:
Beforethe test, electricalsignalsshouldbe insertedinto eachmicrophone
systemat the microphonepreamplifierandmeasuredat the input to the tape
recorderamplifiers.The insertsignalsshouldbe sinewaves at the I/3octave
bancl(O.D.)centerfrequenciesbetween40 Hz and I0 KHz.
Recordand PlaybackSyst_ Res_j)ons_.eeCalibration:
Beforethe test, electricalsignalsshouldbe insertedsimultaneouslyat all
channelsof therecorderamplifierinputs.The resultingsignalsfrom the
playbacksyste_determinethe record/playbacksystemresponse.The inserted
si)nalsmay be sinewaves at the I/30.B. centerfrequenciesbetween40 Izand
I0 KHz or broadbandsignals.
_. I,/30.B.Ana!yzerCalibratlon:
Approximatelyevery twomonths the filtersof the I/3octaveband (O,B.)
analyzershouldbe calibratedfor bandwidthand level.
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Micro_one Sys.t(_i).LSensitivltyCalIbration:
A microphone system sensitivity calibration should be made every test day be-
t , fore the first test point and after the last test point. The system sensitivity
' should be checked for each microphone system using a piston phone operated at
250Hz.
'( /
MagneticTape Calibration:
At the beginningof eachmagnetictape reel a 124dB equivalentsine wave
referencesignalat 250 Hz shouldbe appliedto all channelssimultaneously
for a periodof 30 seconds.
DataReduction:
The acousticdata are analyzedwith a I/30.B. analyzer.The followlngcorrec-
tionsare appliedin order to producefree-fieldI/30._. spectra:
\
Microphonepressureresponsebasedon the electrostaticcalibration
of each microphone.
- Microphonepressureto free-fieldresponse.Providedby the _'_cro-
phonemanufacturerfor eachmicrophonetype.
- Microphonesystemresponsebasedon the resultsfrom insertioncali-
brationconductedbeforethe test.
- Microphonesystemsensitivitybasedon the dailycalibrationwith
plston phone.
, - Recordto playbackresponsebasedon the resultsof the calibration
conductedbeforethe test.
- Magnetictapesensitivitybasedon the calibrationsignalrecordedin
the initialsegmentof each tape.
(
$9
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- I/3 08 analyzer filter level and bandwidth correction based on the
bi-monthly calibration of the analyze-.
I - Atmosphericabsorption. Correctionto FAA standardday T - 25°C
(77°F), relativehumidity70%based on ReferenceI_.
,( - Pressuredoublingin groundmicrophones.All I/3 08 levels are
) reducedby 6 dB in order to correctto free-fieldconditions, i)
}
) Data are analyzedfor all microphonesat all test points. _
: I
4.0 PROJECTIONOF STATICDATA TO FLIGHT i
I
In Section3,0,techniquesfor obtainingappropriateenginedata duringstatic )(
testingwith an InflowControlStructurewere described.As a resultof these
(
techniques,free fieldspectrafor each microphoneangleand test condition
:
(i.e.correctedspeed)were obtained,correctedto FAA day temperatureand
humidity(77°F,70% RH). The use of thesedata to predictenginenoise
spectraas a functionof positionduringan aircraftflyoveris describedin
thissection.
4.1 Specificationof AircraftConfiguration_Fli_htPath and Atmosphere
I. The first step is to definethe engine/nacelleflightpath and engine
operatingconditionduringthe flyover.Constantairpl_nevelocity,
rate of climb,and engineoperationwill be assumedduringthe fly-
over.The flightpath is definedby the trajectoryof an engine
referencepoint and is specifiedby its slopeand altitudeabove the
groundreferencepoint,as definedin Figure8. The orientationof
the enginerelativeto the flightpathmust also be known.
i
_ 2. The temperatureand humiditywill be assumedto be uniformwlth
i altitude and equal to those for an FAAday, (77°F, 70%RH) since
noise certification data must be corrected to these conditions.
6O
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4.2 Calculation of Acoustic Emission Angle Versus Flyover Time
3. The sidelinelocationof the microphonefor which the flyoverpredic-
, tion is to be made is specifiedby the distancex, (seeFigure8). i
|IIGIN| REFERENCE ,Q4NT AT ACOUSTIC |MIISIC_
_OILeTtC_ /
' __"_TItA._CTOItY
*,. m,_! AI--" _ ./_ MWCN(IpW_W ENGINE, ./
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4. Zero timeis equal to the timewhen the enginereferencepoint is
directlyover the groundreferencepoint.Using this definition,and
knowingthe flightpath altitudeabove this referencepoint and the
aircraft'svelocityand rate of climb,the acousticemissionangle
can be calculatedas a functionof timefrom:
0 . 180 - cos'l[(Vt -MRe) cos_ + M sin (_+13)] (I)
v e R
e
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where Re is the acousticrange,or distancefrom the sourceto the
microphone,givenby Fquation(2).
Re =
_/(Vt)2+ 2V+H sin_ + H2 {1-M2cos2?) + X 2 {I.M2) . X [Vt+Hsln_ (2)
(1-M2)
(symbolsfor Equation(1) and Equation(2) are definedin Figure8).
(
5. The timedurationfor the calculationis next selected.(Notethat
for certificationpredictions,the time durationis selectedto en-
sure a 10 PNdB range in noise level.)
6. Breakthe time durationinto desiredintervals(forcertification
predictions,one halfsecond intervalsare usuallyselected)and cal-
culatethe correspondingemissionangles B e, and acousticranges,
Re from Equation(I) and Equation(2).
4.3 Preparationof the StaticData for Pt,jectionto Flight
7. Enginespectramust be definedfor the engineoperatingcondition
specifiedin Step I. Since data are not usuallyavailableat the
preciseoperatingconditionspecified,interpolationof the data as a
functionof operatingconditionis required.For this, and subse-
quentprocessingof the data, it is necessaryto isolatethe various
contributingcomponentsto the totalspectra,i.e.,jet, combustion,
turbine,fan. Thereare no set proceduresfor accomplishingthis
breakout,althoughcomponentspectraare usuallyobtainedby using
predictionsystemsfor at leastsomeof the componentsas guides.(If
flightprojectionsof the fan tone are desired,then it is a simple
matterto identifythesetones from the spectra,)Once the
contributingsourceshavebeen isolated,interpolationas a function
of the appropriateperformancepaCameteriS carriedout (e.g.cor-
rectedspeedfor fan noise,primaryJet velocityfor Jet noise).For
6_
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fan noise, it is recon_ended that interpolation procedures be used
that curvefit all the data to minimizethe differencebetweenthe
data and the valuesgivenby the curvefit. In thismanner,local
, anomaliesin the variationof noisewith speed areminimized.
)
Correctionsfor the effectsof the InflowControlStructureon the
radiatedsound field shouldL,eapplied.Based on resultspresentedin
_ Reference6, theseeffectsare small comparedto the variabilityin /
measureddata and the correctionswill be takento be zero.
8. At thispoint,recognitionhas to be taken of the fact that static
data is acquiredat fixed {even)anglesrelativeto the enginecen-
terllne,while flighttest data is averagedoverflyovertime inter-
vals(.S secondsis a typicalintegrationtime)which cover a finite
angularrange.To achieveagreementbetweenthe measuredstaticdata
projectedto flight,and the flyoverdata presentedin even time in-
tervalsit is necessaryto simulatethe averagingprocessthat takes
place in flight.In a simpleapproximationof the actualprocessthe
spectrafrom all anglesthatfall _thin a time intervalare Iow-
rit_ically averagedto representthe timeaveragefor the flyover
condition.If noneof the measurementanglesfall withinthe one-
half secondinterval(unlikelyto occur exceptfor valuesof e e
close to 0 and 180 degrees,if microphoneanglespacingused during
the statictest programis I0 degreesor less),then interpolationis
requiredfor that interval.
g, For each emissionangle definedin Step 6, project,for an FAA day,
the spectrafrom the measurementdistanceused in the statictest to
the distancespecifiedby the acousticrange.This is accomplishedin
two parts,first by accountingfor sphericalattenuation,Equation
(3), and th_n by accountingfor air attenuationeffectsusing
ReferenceII.
R staticmeasurement
A_L (dB) • 20 log (3)t
spherlcal Re
i attenuatlon
F
t
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This step provides static free field spectra for each emission
angle, projected to distances consistent with the flyover path
definedin Step I.
4.4 Inclusionof AircraftInstallationEffects
I0. Effectsof wing shieldingand reflection, fuselageshieldingand jet
flowshieldingon each componentof enginenoisem_y now be included.
t
Modulesdescribingtheseeffectsare currentlyunder developmentas
part of the NASA ANOPP procedure.In the absenceof thesemodules,
it is recommendedthat simple analytical models be developed.
4.5 Projectionof StaticFree FieldSpectrato FlightFree Field Spectra
11. Sourcereductionand convectiveamplificationeffectsdue to flight
are correctedfor at this point.The jet componentis _rrected to
acco_:tfor sourcereductiondue to the motionof the jet through
the air and for convectiveeffects.Reference12 is recommendedfor
suchcorrections.
The remainingcomponents,fan, turbine,and combustionnoise are
modifiedfor the effectsof convectiveamplificationby additionof
Equation(4).
[ o]_kSPL(dB) : -40 log I - M cos (4)
Convective
amplification
12. The sources,exceptfur jet, are then shiftedin frequencyto ac-
count for Doppler effects, as defined in Equation (5). The resultant
spectra are then summed.
2"
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f , I (5)
To 1 - M _os eS
Where f = frequency at flight condition
fo " frequencyat staticcondition
{Notethat only the frequenciesare shiftedin this step, the spec-
tral amplitudesremainunchanged.)If one third octaveband analysis
has been used to definethe spectra,then, afterdopplercorrection,
the energyshouldbe redistributedintothe standardone-thirdoctave
bands.
At this point,freefield flyoverspectrale_timateshave ken gene-
ratedfrom the staticdatafor the englne/nacellecombinationtested,
the definedflightpath,and the specifiedinstallationeffects.
4.6 Inclusionof GroundEffects
13.The presenceof the groundsurfaceresultsin extra attenuation,not
accountedfor in any of the above corrections,and this is particu-
larlyimportantfor microphoneslocatedaway from the.flight path.
Reference 13 can be used for this correction.
14. Effects of ground plane reflections can I_, accounted for by use of
methods such as those described in Reference 14. Ground impedance is
required as an input, but very little data is available on values of
ground impedance encountered during aircraft flyovers. References 15,
i6, and 17 are sources of this information, for grass and sandy sur-
faces.
41.7 _I.nclustonof Multiple Engine Effects
IS. The effect of multiple engines is next included by:
6._
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a) If engine separation is large, _e_ating the above steps for
each of the r_naining engines and then summingthe resulting
spectra (by use of anti-logarithmic addition), after displacing
the engine time scales by the amount required to &ccount for
theie separation distances.
b) If engineseparationis negligible,hy adding I0 logNe to
eachof the spectrageneratedin the above steps,whereNe is
the ,,umberof engines.
At thispoint,flyoverspectralestimateshave been generatedfrom
the staticdatafor multipleenginesthat includegroundand shield-
ing effects.The spectraltimehistorydevelopedas a resultof the
above procedurescan be used to generatePerceivedNoiselevel (PNL)
flyoverhistoriesand EffectivePerceivedNoise Level (EPNL),the
unitsused in certificationproceduresdefinedby F._AFAR Part36.
The correctionsdescribedabovefor projectingstaticdata to flightare c_rawn
fromexistingmodels and information.Some of the correctionshavegreater
sourcesof error in them thanothers,and some effectsare not accountedfor
sincethey are currentlynot well enoughunderstood.The followingdiscusses
major potentialerror sourcesin these corrections.
I. Long distancepropagationeffectsin the abnosphere.
a) Sound is scatteredby atmosphericturbulence,an effectwhich is
not incIuded.
b} Extra !,roundattenuation,which is included,_s presentlyan
empiricalcorrectionwhose physicaloriginhas yet to be defined.
_} Non-linearsound propagationeffectsmay becomesignificantat 1,
largepropagationdistances,an effectwhich is not included.
b6
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d) Refractionof soundby velocityand temperaturegradientsis not
included,althoughthese effectscan in part be includedby use
of layeredweatheratmosphericmodels.
2. ConvectiveAmi;lification
', a) The convectiveamplificationfactor appliedto fan and core /
noise has been c_.velopedfrom theoreticalmodelsthat do not
fully simlulatethe propertiesof gas turbineenginenoise
sources,andthe applicationof thisfactor has not been veri-
fied experimenta_ly.
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5.0 LISTOF S_BOLS & ABBREVIATIONS I
S)mbol Unit Description I
Ia/Ro,b/Ro - Nomalized Half Diametersof BellmouthInlet .
E11ipse i
dB - Decibel )
dlcS M MaximumCharacteristicDimensionof InflowCon-
trolStructureMaterial (e.g.honeycombcell
size)
f Hz Frequency
fo Hz DopplerShiftedFrequency
H M FlightPathAltitude
ICS - InflowControlStructure
kl* M-l Wavenumber,definedin Step 19 of Section2.0
k2L M-1 Wavenumber,definedin Step 19 of Section2.0
k2u M-I Wavenu._ber,definedin Step 19 of Section2.0
k3L M-I Wavenumb_r,definedin Step 19 of Section2.0
k3u M-I Wavenumber,definedin Step 19 of Section2.0
KH - HoneycombResistance
Kp - PerforatedPlateResistance
LAF M Characteri,_ticLengthScale of TurbulenceIn
FlightCase
LAF M Charact_-i:tlcLengthScale of TurbulenceIn
StaticCase
LICS M CharacteristicLengthScale of TurbulenceBe,hind
InflowControlStructure
_IF - FinalContractionRatio (InflowControlStrut.
ture to Fan Face)
:_ liS - StaticContractionRatio
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Symbol Unit Descriptlon
I/d - HoneycombLength to DiameterRatio
lp M PerforatedPlateThickness
:, M - AircraftMach Number
)
,! MICS - MaximumMach Number Incidentto InflowControl
I Siructure
"I N - Rotor BladeNumber
NI/V/-_"- Rev/S CorrectedFan Rotor RotationalSpeed
' Ne - Numberof Engines
NF M/S2 TurbulenceField Characteristic,Definedin Step
20 of Section2.0
Re - Reynolds Number of HoneycombCell
Re M AcousticRange (SeeFigure8) '
RICS M NominalRadius of InflowControlStructure
Ro M InletRadius at Fan Face
t S Time
AUIA M/S StreamwiseVelocityDeficitin Wake BeforeCon-
traction
U2A M/S MaximumAzimuthalVelocityin VortexBeforeCon-
traction
UA M/S MaximumWind VelocityIn TestWindow
M/S RootMean SquareValue of TurbulentVelocityIn
Flight
WS RootMean SquareValue of TurbulentVelocity
Statically
UICS M/S ThroughflowDesignSpeed at InflowControl
Structure
4,
_"_ UREF WS StaticReferenceWind Speed
• Uo WS InletVelocityat LowestSpeed of InterestAlong
EngineOperatingLine
V M/S AircraftVelocity
60t
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SymboI Unit DescrIption
X M SidelineLocationof Microphone
Z M Engine Centerline Height Above Ground During
StaticTest
Zo M Roughness Scale
ZREF M ReferenceHeight
_H - Flow AngleRatio- Honeycomb
_p - Flow AngleRatio - PerforatedPlate
I_ degrees Angle BetweenNacelleCenterlineand FlightPath .
' degrees CIimbAngle "
TF M"1 TurbulenceField CharacteristicsDefinedin Step i
20 of Section2.0
_' degrees Blade RelativeInflowAngle
_'min M MinimumSensitiveTransverseScale
(A,min)iCS M MinimumSensitiveTransverseScale at Inflow :
ControlStructure
e - AmbientStatic Temp(OK)/288OK.
()e degrees AngleBetweenNacelleCenterlineand Vectorfrom
AcousticEmissionPositionto Microphone(See
Figure B)
O' degrees Angle BetweenFlightPath ._,_dMicrophoneMea-
suredfrom AcousticEmission ".':_tion(See
Figure8)
_' M2/S KinematicViscosityof Air
op . OpenArea Ratio For PerforatedPlate
?0
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_PENDI X II
Discussion of Test Procedures
1.0 I ntroductt on
Test procedures for static testing are discussed in this appendix. The woce- i
dures defined in the Procedures Report were selected based on these discus-
sions. The following considers the test stand configuration, inlet and fan
nozzle geometry effects and engine soundfield effects. Instrumentation re-
) quirements, both acoustic andmeteorological and test condition considerations
are then discussed.
2.0 Test Stand, Inlet, Engine and Nozzle Geometry
2.1 Test Stand
The static test stand structure may affect the fan inflow field as well as the
noise radiation from the engine. Data from the fan rotor blade mounted trans-
ducers acquired during the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft/Boeing Joint Noise Program
demonstrated the significance of stand structure related distortions in the
fan inflow field. The blade mounted transducer data also showedthat outside
of the inlet boundary layer the usage of an Inflow Control Structure (ICS)
reduced these distortions. Although the Inflow Control Structure reduces test
st and structure rel ated i nfl ow dtstorti ons, i t I s recommendedthat fur ure
designs of test stand structures consider the minimization of fan inflow
di stortlors.
2.2 InletGeometry
The tnlet geometry affects the fan tnflow field as well as the soundpropaga-
-... tlonfrom the fan intothe forwardarc,Flight inletsare composedof a small
bellmouthand a diffuser(Figure1), They are designedto providegood inlet
recoveryin all flightconditions,In staticoperationhoweverthe flightin-
I¢¢ produceshioh velocitypeaks betweenthe hlghlIght and the throatplanes,
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These velocitypeak_ are causedby the largevariationin the streamlinecur-
vaturein the f',owfield,the pressuregradientsnecessaryto sustainit and
the resultingpressureminima at the belImouthsurface.The diffusionfrom
these velocitypeaksto the fan face alsoresult in a thickerboundarylayer
and a boundarylayerconditioncloserto separatior,in statictests.These
deficienciesin the staticinflowfield can be improvedto some extentwith a
¢ar_r bellmouthattachedto the flight inletdiffuser.Themean flow velocity
field betweenthe throatand the fan face are nearlythe same for staticand
flightconditionsif a largebellmouthis used in the staticsit,ation.The
_ boundarylayerthicknessat the fan face will howevE alwa_ be thickerin
staticconditions,independentof the bellmouthsize. Analyticalstudieshave
indicatedthatthe boundarylayerthicknesshas a shallowminimumfor an In-
termedlatesize belImouth(ReferenceI). For a small b_lImouththe excesslve
boundarylayerthicknessis due to the increaneddiffusionnecessarybetween
14
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the peak velocities and the fan face. For very large heilmouths the excessive
thickness is due to the large length over which the boundary layer develops.
Independent of bellmouth size, the inlet boundary layer in static tests is
expected to be larger than the one in flight. Simulation of a flight inlet
boundary layer in static tests can he.achieved by:
- modification of the internal inlet contour between the throat _nd the
fan face
- boundary layer treatment (suction or blowing)
The inlet geometry also affects the sound propagation and radiation into the
forward arc. Data presented in Reference 2 demonstrate the significance of the
internal contour between the fan face and the throat on the propagation in the
inlet. Data presented in Reference 3 show the significance of the external
contour on the radiation in the zero flow condition. It is also expected that
the mean flow velocity distribution between the throat and the highlight has
some effect on the radiation from the inlet.
Based on these observations it becomes clear that a complete simulation of the
flight inflow field, the sound propagation in the inlet and the ra.diationinto
the forward arc in static conditions is extremely difficult to achieve. A com-
promise solution is needed that provides the closest simulation of fliqht con-
ditions in _tatic tests. The infomation necessary to define such a compromise
configuration is i_complete at the present time. However, based on the infor-
mation presented in References I, 2 and 3 the following is recommended.
)
- The inlet contour between throat and fan face used in _tatic tests
should match the flight inlet contour.
i - The exterior bellmouth should be minimized irlsize to a point where
_;! it still provides small peak velocities in the throat highlight area
and a well _ttached boundary layer at the fan face. The be llmouth
used in the static test configuration of Reference 4 satisfies these
: requirements. Its cross section is elliptic and its normalized half
; diameters are
75
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i
i
_._a ,. ~ 0.4; b_ - - 0.!5 1
R° R° 1
1
I
It must however be emphasized that only further research efforts can provide
additional insight in this area. Such efforts should include the evaluation of:
- The effect of inlet boundary layer on fan noise.
- The effect of inlet boundary i,lyeron sound propaqetion.
- The effect of inlet .qe_etry with and without flow on sound propaga-
tion and radiation.
- The effect of inlet droop on sound generation, propagation and radia-
tion.
2.3 Engine Ge_netry
It is usually assumed that fan sound pressure Fields are two-dimensional.
Based on theoretical considerations, _nund pressure fields that are contained
within the duct ;._ode_of a _ingle spinning order produce two-dimensional sound
pressure fields. But in lener_i the farfield sound pressures may be a function
of both the cone angle and the polar angle. This is especially true For the
deterministic noise sources within the fan _taqe. The periodicity in the polar
angular coordinate _s usually rel_ted to the differences in the spinning order
of the d_ninating modes; i.e.,
-%O= 2,,
Am
_#ith
AO: pe.'iodof polar angular
_m= difference in spinning orde; between dominating modes
7o
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If the polar angularvariationin the sound pressurefield is significant,
then measurementsin a singlepolar angularplanemay not sufficeto define
the completesoundpressurefield.Polar angularvariationsmay occur particu-
larlyin the followingsoundpressurefields:
(
i - Fan rotor noise at the blade passing frequency and its harmonics due '
to inflow distortions of low fundamental order (potential field due
to pylonor struts in the fan duct, inletdrooprelatedinflowdis-
tortions,viscouswakes due to rakemountedinletsensors).
t
- Statornoiseat higherharmonics(:+3)of the blade passingfrequency
due to rotor relatedflow distortions.
Since these observationsare basedon theoreticalconsiderations,and since
experimentalevidenceis not available,it is recommendedthat the polar angu-
lardependenceof the sound pressurefield be evaluatedin a future study.
Until then, currenttest techniques,such as those used in obtainingthe data
of Section4.4 of themain body of the reportshouldbe Jsed.
2.4 Fan NozzleGeometry
Pressuredrops connectedwith inflowcontrolstructuresdesignedusing the
recommendedproceduresare low becauselow valuesof pressuredropcoefficient
and velocitythroughthe screenresult.Therefore,the use of an InflowCon-
trol Structurehas a negligibleeffecton the fan operatingllne,so compensa-
tionby modifyingthe fan duct controlareais not required.Sincethe Inflow
ControlStructureis usedto simulatein flightfan operation,the effectsof
freestreamram pressurerise on the fan operatinglinemust also be consider-
ed. Becauseof the ram pressurerisethe fan operatingconditionat a given
correctedspeed changesbetweenstaticand flightconditions.Althoughthe
airplaneforwardvelocitiesare smallduringthe flightconditionsof
interest,the ram effectat low enginepowersettingsmay alter the fan
operatingpoint.This subjectis exploredtheoreticallyin what follows.
?7
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The mass flow rate through the fan nozzle is computedbased on the tsentroptc
flow equations
The correctedmass flow rate is thereforeonly a functionof the nozzlepres-
sure ratio (Pt/p)and the effectivenozzleareaA.
If the fan operatingconditionsare matchedin staticand in flightconditions,
thenthe fan nozzlepressureratio in staticconditionsis lowerby the flight
ram pressure.
static light AP
with
(")T • totalto staticpressureratiodue to aircraftspeed.
,@
In orderto match the correctedmass flow rates the fan nozzleareamust be
increasedin statictest conditions.
For small variations a_'ounda given nozzle operating comldition, the equation
for the corrected mass flow can be approximated by the linear terms of the
Taylor series expansion.
,v
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I ) ( )_v47_ 6 6A = _A + A
6 _
Based on the condition of no corrected mass Flow change between static and
flight conditions the nozzle area increnents For static tests can be computed
with the abov_ eo,}ation.
AA i \ Pt
The normalized partial in this equat!on is
6 -1
The nozzle pressure ratio difference between static and flight conditions for
matched fan operating conditions is
static flight
./Pt_..l Pt2.5 Pt2 Ptl/'| . /Pt?.7 Pt_..5 Pt2 Ptl / -1Pt2.5 Pt2 | am static Pt2.S Pt2 l am flight
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wt th
t
Pt2.7/Pt2.5 = fan duct total ;)ressureratio = I.
Pt2.5/Pt2 = fan pressure ratio.
Pt21Ptl = inlet total pressure ratio - I.
Ptl/Pam = total to ambient i)ressureratio.
= I. in static c_'ditions.
therefore _ " _ -I
Pam /fiiqht fliclht
The nozzJe increment recluiredin static tests in order to match ti,_"fli_t fan
operating condition then becomes
A _kPare f I i ght
• + _ -1 ",-1 . P 12 2-T I T
The above equation indicates that the nozzle area increment increases with the
aircraft Mach number to be simulated in the static test. The incremer,t is also
a function of ,thefan nozzle pressure ratio. It becomes iarge for small pres-
sure ratios and decreases to zero at the critical nozzle pr.ssure ratio.
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Results based on the above equation are presented in Figur._2. Since the pre-
sented data are based on a line_rizedequation, they are only valid for small
H'.t, jmbers. The results indicate that for typical aircraft approach condi-
tions the fan nozzle area increments are in the order of 3 to g percent. At
takeoff conditions the incremer,t becomes very sma:l due to the large fan
nozzle pressure ratio. Based on this analysis, in order to match the flight
fan operating conditions in static tests at all power settings, a variable fan
nozzle geometry would be required. Such a variable geometry wil I have some
effects on the fan noise propagation and radiation into the aft arc, and may
also alter the jet noise.
FLIGHT MACH
NUMBER
2o %
p
_ TYPICAL APPROACH
NOZZLE 25 POWERCONDITIONS
AREA
INCREMENT
A
ok
i ..... l ,,,I ....... |
1.1 I 2 1,3 1.4
FANNOZZLEPRESSURERATIO
Figure 2 A.groximate Vozzle Area Tncrement Requir_J in _tatic ?est$ to
Match _Zight Fan Opecating Cor_ditior_
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Estimates of the effect of fan nozzle area change on radiated BPF noise were
obtained from Figure 39 of "Fan-CompressorNoise: Prediction, Research and
Reduction Studies" by E. A. Burdsall and R. H. Urban, rAA-RD-71-73, Final
, Report, February, 1971. This figure shows that tone qenerated power increases
approximately as 10 log AP where AP is the fan pressure rise. Using this
expression, the effect of the load line variation_ discussed above on radiated
BPF tone is found to be 0.4 dB or less. The test data used to generate these _ .
results were obtained from a HBPR fan tested without an inflow control struc-
ture, and as such may be misleading. These results are inconclusive, and it is
hard at this point to quantify the effect of nozzle area changes on fan radi-
ated noise, or whether the nozzle area s_K)uldbe varied, since it will affect
other sources, such as the jet.
Based on these observations, it is recommended that the importance of account-
ing for the differences in fan operating conditions between static and flight
conditions on noise generation be evaluated in future test programs. Until
then, current static test techniques using flight nozzle areas, (which as
shown in Section 4.4 of the main body of the report, give reasonable agreement
between flight projected static data and flight data), _hould be used.
3.0 In3t_umentation
3.1 Acoustic Instrumentation
The acoustic instrumentation in static fan noise tests consists typically of a
set of microphones located in the acoustic far-fieid of the engine. Usually
the microphones are arranged in a circular array at a distance of 20 t_ 40 fan
diameters (50 m, 150 ft) from the engine. At the present three different
microphone arrangements are used:
; - pole microphones
- grnund microphones
- combination of pole and ground tnicrophones
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Pole microphones are normally located at engine axis height above the ground.
Measurements with these microphones are affected by the interference between
the direct and ground reflected signals. The phase relationship between these
two signals is not only a function of geometry and frequency, but also is
affected by the atmospheric conditions within the test arena. Temporal fluctu-
ations in the phase between the two signals cause extreme fluctuations in the
fan tone noise signals received at the microphones. Reasonably certain extra-
polation of measured one third octave band spectra to free-field spectra is
only possible at high frequencies where these effectl are minimized.
Ground microphones are placed very close to the ground and provide conditions
close to constructive interference between tiledirect and indirect signals
throughout the f-equency r anoe of interest. Fan tone noise signal strength
fluctuati(_nsare significantly reduced relative to the pole microphone slg-
nals. Free-field extrap31ation is achieved by a 6 dB reduction of the measured
signals. Refractior of high frequency signals at ground microphones may occur
in excessive temperature or velocity gradients in the test arena. However,
reasonable restrictions on the test weather window will preclude such pro-
blens. In addition, for I/2 inch microphones, grazing incidence corrections
should be applied to the pressure response of the microphone.
In the combination of pole and ground microphones the signals from the two
microphones are combined. The low freqeuncy signal of the ground microphone is
combined with the high frequency portion of the pole microphone. This approach
eliminates the low frequency problem in the pole microphones and precludes the
i.otentialhigh frequency problems of the ground microphones. The main disad-
vantages of this approach are the doubling in the number of microphones and
the uncertainties in the merger regior,between the two spectra.
Aircraft flyover noise data are usually bused on averages for samples of SO0
_ milliseconds duration. Angular variations in fan tone noise are fully taken
into account but a_raged over large angular segments, especially at the air-
craft overhead position. At this position in t(,eFAR Part 36 approach condi-
tion the data is averaged over about 20 degrees, in the takeoff condition the
corresponding data represents an average o_er an angle of 10 degrees. Ensemble
(
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averageddata of aircraftflyovernoisebased on an arrayof microphonesrather i
than on a singlemicrophonesignificantlyimprovesangularresolution(Refer- (
ence 5). The use of inflowcontrolstructuresin staticfan noise tests has ()
reducedthe randomnoisesourcesthat contributeto fan tone noise at the BPF
ana its harmonics.It also has reducedfluctuationsin the fan rotational F
speed.As a resultof thesechanges(i.e.reductionof random noisesou_-ces
and stabilizationof fan rotationalspeed)fan tonenoise has becomedomin._ted
by deterministicnoise sourcesand its radiationpatterncan be lobular.For
thesereasons,in t_ ts where d_taiIed directlvity I_ormation is necessary,a
largenumberof microphonesmay be requiredto providean adequatedefinition
of the tone noise radiationpatternsin statictests.The microphonelocations
usedin the staticnoisetests describedin Reference6 are recommended,and
are shown in Figure 3. Polemicro_ones at 700 and II0° are used for
on-lineccmparisonbetweenhighfrequencysegments(f > 5 KHz) of groundand
polemicrophonedata. Noiseradiatedinto anglessmallerthan 300 and later
than 160o usually contributesverylittle to aircraftflyovernoise.
9O
X X
_"' • GROUND MICROPHONES
POLE MICROPHONES
Figure 3 Microphone Arr_ for Static Fan Noise ?ests
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One-halfinchcondensor_nicrophonesare reco_ended. They shouldprovide
essentiallyFlat Frequencyresponsefrom 40 to I0K_z at grazingincidence,be
relativelyinsensitiveto temperatureand humidityvariations,and be of such
constructionthat theycan be calibratedelectrostatically. ._
The groundmicrophonesaremountedwith the diaphra_ 1/2 inchabove the
groundfacingdownwardsover a smoothhardmeasurementField extendingfrom
beneaththe engineto about 3 meters beyondthe measurementpoint.The
microphonesupportmust be designedto have negligibleeffec:son the sound
pressurefield.Cablesshouldbe routedfrom the far tideof the arrayto the
microphonesand shouldnot cross the test arena.
Microphonespecificationshouldbe the same as in FAR Part 36 AppendixA.
3.2 MeteorologicalInstrumentation
Abnosphericconditionswithinthe test arenaaffecttonenoise generationas
we I as the soundpropagationfrom the engineto the far-Fieldmicrnphones.
The atmosphericconditionsare characterizedby the followingparameters:
p (a1_n) staticpressure(ambientpressure)
T (°C) statictempe'ature
RH (%) Relativehumidity
Vw (m/s) Wind velocity
6 (degrees) _/inddirectionrelativeto inletaxis
Ina firstorder approxi:nationthe acousticpressureis proportionalto the
z ambientpressure.For practicallyall statictest conditionscorrectionfor
staticpressurechangesare not necessary.
85
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Temperature and humidity affect the atmospheric absorption. Ambient tempera-
ture is expected to vary only weakly in a horizontal plane, but it can be a
strong function of l.eightabove ground. In static tests with ground micro.
phones, it is recommended that the ambient temperature be measrued at several
heights between the ground and the engine height. The fol#owing temperature
measurement locations are suggested: i.e., the microphone heights, at the
engine centerline, near the humidity measuring device, and one foot off the
measurenent surface.
The absolute humidity is not expected to vary significantly within the test
arena. The relative humidity will however change with th) temperature. Several ;
ambient temperatures(i.e. _s specified above), and a single dew point measure-
ment within the te._tarena are expected to provide sufficient information
about the relative humidity distribution. Ambient and dew point temperature
measurement accuracy should be 0.3°C. This will provide an acceptable rela-
tive humidity accuracy of +3 percent.
Wind velocity and direction can affect fan noise sources as well as sound pro-
pagation.A low threshoCd, air bearing cup anemometer provides wind velocity
informationof sufficient cccuracy (_+0.22m/s between 0.447 and 6.71 m/s).
Since _ind speed and direction may vary significantly over the duration of
test point, they should be recorded continuously for each test point.
3.3 Engine Performance Instrumentation
Instrt_nentationfor all standard engine performance par_neters should be
available. Engine performance instrumentation to satisfy general and specific
measurement needs are required to ensure stable, repeatable, and comparable
engine operating characteristics when conducting noise measurement tests.
Noise tests conducted on high bypass ratio fan engines require accurate mea-
surement of several important fan parameters. Among these are fan rpm, fan
pressure ratio, fan mass flow rate, fan temperature ratio, engine thrust, and
fan exhaust area. Adciitlonalengine performance parameters are required when
the test is concerned with jet exhaust noise generation. These parameters in-
clude nozzle temperatures and pressures, overall pressure ratio, and primary
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engineexhaustarea.A totalenginenoise testwould requireat leastall of
the abovementionedparametersplus any other specialflow and aerodynamic
parametersthatmight be requiredfor specialnoisetests.Care mu;t be taken
to ensurethat the instrumentationdoes not affectradiatednoise.Ambient
conditionsof temperature,a_ospheric pressure,hunidityand wind speed and
directionmust also be measuredas describedin Section3.2, in order that the
measuredengineperformanceparameterscan be correctedto standardconditions
for effectivenotse measurementcomparisons.
45.0 TestConditionRecommendations
In this discussionthe termtest point is used to describea time perioddur-
ing which acousticdata are acquiredwhile the engineoperatesin a stabilized
condition.
4.1 TestPointCharacteristics
Each testpoint is characterizedby a set of correctedengineparameters
(correctedrotationalspeeds,correctedmass flow rates,componentpressure
ratios).For typicalstatictest conditions,the relationshipsbetweenthe
variouscorrectedengineparametersare unaffectedby the ambienta_ospherlc
conditions,A singlecorrectedengineparametercan thereforebe selectedto
characterizethe v_rioustest points.In statictests concernedwithfan noise,
it is reasonableto selectone of the parameterst,atdescribethe thermody-
namiccycle of the fan. The correctedfan speed NI/_/_which is directlyre-
latedto the fan tip Mach number is one of the correctedparametersthat
describesthe fan cycle, It is easilymeasureda,H providesa reliablesignal.
It is suggestedthatNI/Vr_be used to character,,ethe test pointsin static
fan noisetests.
4.2 EngineOperatingPointVariabilityfor a Test Point
Enginetransientsbetweentestpointsresult in very low frequencythermo-
dynamictransientsin variousenginecomponents.In order to providestable
engineoperatingconditionsat a test point,a stabilizationperioaof at
}
least2 minutesis recommendedbeforeeach test point.Unsteadydistortionsin
8?
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the inflow field of engines typical for static test conditions cause signifi-
cant fluctuations in the engine operating conditions, These fluctuations are
greatly reduced with an inflow control structure. Without an inflow control
structurecorrectedspeedfluctuationsfor a test point are typicallyI per-
centof the correctedfan speed.With an inflowcontrolstructurethey are
reducedto about0.3 percent.Correctedfan speed differencesbetweenthe
variousengineson an aircraftin a flyovernoisetest are typicallyin the ,
order of I percentof the averagecorrectedfan speed.The reducedcorrected
fan speed fluctuationsin statictests with inflowcontrolstructurewill
likelyresult in lobulardirectlvityoatternsat the fan BPF and its harmo-
nics.It is necessaryto considerhow to use the staticdata, with its lobular
directivitypattern,to predictflight,which alsohas lobulardlrectivlty
patternsand engineto enginespeed variations,which tend to averageout the
lobular patterns.
There are two methodsto accountfor this variation.The firstmethodis to |
ootainstaticnoise data atmany fixed correctedspeeds,predictflyovernoise )
. levelsat a ser;esof correctedspeed valuessimulatinga typicalfly- over )
)speed variation,and averagethe resultingpredictions.The secondmethod is
to simulatethe flyovercorrectedspeed variationduringthe data acqulsl- )
f
tionin a staticnoisetest and predicta singleflyovernoise levelfrom the
.c
static measurement.
i
The two methodsdifferfundamentallyin the procedurefor simulatingthe cot- !)
rectedspeed variationin flyovermeasurements.In the firstmethodthe cor-
rectedspeedvariationis directlysimulatedby makingflightnoisepredictions
at a seriesof correctedspeedswhile in the secondmethodthe flyoverspeed :,
variationis simulatedin the staticdata acquisitionprocess.The second i
. method is an approximatiento the procedurallycorrectfirstmethod and will
" producethe same answeras the firstmethodonly if the transformationsthat
are used to predictflightnoise levelsfrom staticm _surementsare llnea_.
However,the secondmethodmay be more practicalto implement.
In additionto beingmore practical,the secondmethod has two other a_van-
tages.First,analysisof the effectof an inletcontrolscreenon fan noise
directivityhas demonstratedthat, for a specificsourcestructure,the screen
88
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can, if it contains discontinuities, alter the source directivity via diffrac-
tion effects. These diffraction effects can be eliminated (i.e., average to
zero) if the engine speed is varied slightly to produce a varying source
structure. Second, fan noise directivity is very lobular and sensitive to cor-
rected speed, _nd varying corrected speed slightly during a static test will
produce a better estimate of fan noise at a n_ninal speed than data obtained
' with corrected speed held strictly constant.
In the past, before the use of an Inflow Control Structure, the fan directi-
vity patterns that were measured were much smoother. Accordingly, problems
presented by the lob,Jlardirectivity patterns were not encountered, and
neither of the above methods have been used by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and
Boeing. A variant of the first method has been used where a relatively small
number of speed points were used to define the noise versus speed characteris-
tics of the engine, and Flight predictions were made for a nominal flight
speed. Therefore it is difficult at this time to select one of the methods as
being the preferred one. The selection is best made by the user depending on
constraints unique to his case, e.g. test time, test costs, available data
reduction and processing equipment, etc.
4.3 Temperature _nd Relative Humidity Restrictions
In flyover testing with its inherently long propagation distances between the
source and the microphone, atmospheric absorption has a significant effect on
the measured data. In this situation a tight restriction on air temperdture
and humidity is reqired (FAR Part 36 test window, Figure 4). In static tests
the propagation distances are much shorter and a less restrictive test window
is acceptable. In the past, static test windows have usually retained the
relative humidity limits (20 percent and g5 percent) as well as the no preci-
pitation condition. The lower temperature limit has however frequently been
extended to lower t_peratures (25 to 30°F), dependent on the expected en-
vironmental contritions.The maximum attenuation limit (12 dB/100 meter at 8
KHz) is frequently waived as well in static tests. A static _est window with
relative humidities between 20 and 95 percent, no precipitation and tempera-
ture between -50 and 35°C is recommer.dedfor static tests, (see Figure 4).
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4.4 Wind Velocity and Direction Restrictions
Without an inflow control structure, high wind velocities cause significant
fluctuations in the fan rotor *peed. Due to the resulting poor quality of the
!
engine performance data, the winds from the forward arc have been restricted
by windows like the one shown in Figure 5. Winds from the aft arc result in
increased data scatter, make wind momentumcorrections uncertain and n,,2 cause
reingestion problems. For these reasons limits on winds from the aft arc are
lower. Temperature distortions in the inflow field persist through an inflow
control structure and result in velocity distortions at th_ fan face.
WIND VELOCITY
(M/S)
t.0
.,,d-,=--,--,(8MIL' "/HOUR)
-30
2.0
(4MILES/HOURI
• l0/
. I . I .... | 1 I 1 I
•180 .93 ,45 ° 0 45° 90 180
NOZZLE INLET AXIS _IOZT.LC-
AXIS AXIS
WIND DIRECTION IO)
%
Figure 5 ?¥pi_.al :_Lnd 5imit Used i_ ,_tatic ._an _loise Tests
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In static tests with an inflow control structure the wind limitations should
be based on the following criteria:
- no shadowing of far-field ground microphones i
- no rei ngesti on )/'
Observation of the on-line 1/3 08 spectra from the pole and ground microphone,_,
at the some angular location provides infomation about the first limit. If
the difference of the spectrum levels in the high frequency range (f>5 kHz)
between the ground microphone and the pole microphone fluctuate or become
significantly less than 3 dB, then ground microphcqe shadowing has occurred
and the acoustic data is not acceptable. Extensive testing within the wind
envelope shown in Figure 5 has prevented the occurrence of ground microphone
shadowing in all tests.
The reingestion problem has not been studied iF_detaiI. The nozzle flows act
as ejectors and induce a_bient air into the jet flows. This might result in
higher acceptable wind limits for the aft arc without excessive temperature
distortions. In a first order approximation the velocity distortion at the fan
face resulting from an _mbient temperature distortion can be estimated based
on the isentropic flow equations. The acceptable temperature distortion based
on the above equation and a velocity distortion limit of 0._.percent is in the
order of l°C.
It is recommended that the ,ind limits presented in Figure 5 be used in static
tests.
9_.
• I
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' List of Symbols- Ap_endtx II
S_Dol Uni t_____s Desc. otion
A M? effective fan nozzle ar .a
a M large half diameter of ellipse
b M small half diameter of ellipse
f S"I frequency
Mm -- aircraftMach number
m -- spinningorder of ductmode ,
kg/S nozzle mass flow rate
N1 rpm fan rotatlonalspeed
OB -- octave band
p kg/MS2 staticpressure
.at kg/MS2 total pressure
RH % relative humidity
R M2/S2 OK gas constant
J
Ro M inlet throatraditls
T OK stati c tenperature
T t OK total temperature
, Vw M/s wind velocity
6 degrees winddirection
Y -- specific heat ratioof air
8 .. ambtent st at t c temperat ure (OK)/288°K
degrees polar angle
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_,i • APPENDIXI I I
_, TESTCONFIGURATIONS
/ , The following test configurations were used in assessing the procedures manual
_i_ ' by comparing measured static data projected to fltght with measured flight
_ _ data. The engineused in the staticand flighttestswas a JTgD-7engine,
_ equippedwitha Boeing-200 nacelle.The nacellewas hardwalledfor both the
'_{_ staticand f1|_t cases.The flightdatawas obtained from OTgD'son a Boeing
, 747 airplanewith all engineshardwalled.
i
L; Four speedsw,;,eanalyzed,and datawere selectedfor the fan speedsused
_:: durinlthe flighttest program.Staticdatafor thesespeedswas obtainedby
interpolation,as a functionof speed.The flight testconditionsusedfor the
assessmentare definedin the following: ,
NacelIe
Nominal Altitude Pitch Angle Re-
Flight (nrrected at Flight Climb of lative To
Condition NI Overhead Velocity Angle Aircraft Aircraft
(RPMI (M) (M/S)
A6p_oach 2296 113 80 -30 .80 2.3o
30o
Flap
Approach 2327 113 80 -30 .8° 2.30
25o
: Flap
"_ Takeof 3270 244 I00 4.g7O 14.2o 2.3o
_' ; Cutback 3008 244 100 2.2go 11.0° 2.3o
t
: 9$
t,
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_o:, The fltght data was corrected as follows.
_r _
'_':- I R_ data corrected to 77°, 70_ relat|ve humldlty FAAday.
7 I
_ 2. Data is corrected to the flight path cited above, (
:_ 3. Ml_ophone Incidence angle correctlon was applied to the data.
_ 4. The data was tlme averaged over .5 second Intervals. Values of the tlme
; averaged data for the static measurementangles used In the assessment
"\ section a.4 _ere obtained by interpolation kno_ng the relationship be-
t,een angle and flyover time..
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./ _PENDIX IV
,z" PLANSFOREVALUATIONOF INTERIHPROCEOURESREPORTUSINGd'T15DDATA
[
BACKGROUND:
_" The lack of agreement between measured inflight fan noise characteristics and
_ predictions based on ground static data Is a problem that has hindered the
:"_ i development of lower noise fans. Investigations by NASA, t_WA, Boeing and
others have shc_n that spurious fan tones are generated tn static tests from
interactions of the fan with inflow distortions caused by wakes from test
J
stand structure, vertices from the ground and other surfaces, and greatlyi
distorted atmospheric turbulence. In October 1977 Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
with Boetn9 as a subcontractor initiated work in the Forward SpeedEffects on
Fan Noise Contract (NAS1-15085) from NASALangley. The major effort in this+
t) contract, which is discussed in this _'eport, was the development of an Interim
_ ProceduresReportthat includesa desl_ systemrot InflowControlStructures
i that would be usedduringstatictests to removeinflowdistortionsuniqueto
the statictest environment.An assessmentof the InflowControlStructure
designand correctionsdefinedto extrapolatethe staticdata to flightwas
.i includedas a contracttask,This assessmentwas based on 747/JTgD staticand
flyoverdata and is discussedin section4.4,To validatethe generalapplica-
bilityof the proceduresdevelopedin this contractitwould be usefulto
assessthese proceduresusingdatafrom a differentslzeengine and installa-
tlon. This can be accomplishedusingNASA _lSD test programdata, including
data from completedstaticand wind tunneltests and plannedflightand fan
rig tests.
Included as part of the Contract Progr_n Coordination task is a requirement to
,. propose_15D programplansfor furtherevaluationand improvementof the sta-
" .., tic test proceduresdeveloped.Theseplans are to includeflight and fan rig
:.. test requirements.The technologybase developedIn the currentcontractto-
=_:" t getherwith the effortsoutlinedbelow involvinguse of NASA JTISD datawlll
._i providea final proceduresreportfor static,wind tunnel,and rig testing
•" verifiedfor both large and small scale engines.
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t::_-i A combinedanalytical and experimental progr_ ts suggested for the further :
r
,: i evaluation and improvement of static test procedures developed in the current
contract. P_ogramelements are outlined below:
: 1. Inflow control structure design procedures developed in the current con- :
%.
t tract _11 be used to define pertinent characteristics of an Inflow
Control Structure design for the JT15Oengine. Inflow control structure
dest_s tested by NASALe_is wlll be assessed by comparing their charac-
teristics with the recommendedcharacteristics.
2. Static test procedures defined in the Interim report will be assessed
using d'TISOacousticand blademountedtransducer(BHT)data.
o Infla_ control structure design procedures will be assessed by cora-
l paringstaticand flightblademountedtransducerdata and consider- J :
lng the results of the Task 1 :omparisons. ( i
o An overallassessmentof the procedureswill be perfomed by compar-
tag measured JT1SD flight acou_ttc data with flight noise levels
predicted from static data ust(_g the procedures developed in thts _
contractto pr,_Jectstaticdatato flight.This assessmentwill be )perfomed to the level of detailpossiblebasedon data availability.
o The procedures,includingInflow,ControlStructuredesignand static- •
to-flightcorrectionfactorswill be updatedas appropriate,basedon ..
results of the above assess,,-.ent.
)K
: 3. If it is concludedthat relevantdesigncharoC_._ristlcsare not satisfied
by an existingInflowControlStructureand/oradditionaltestingIs
? necessary to assess further the procedures report, a static test program t
, will be definedand the evaluationsdescribedIn Task 2 wlll be repeated
usingthe newly acquireddata and the procedureswlll be updatedfurther.
) 08)
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.!_.. 4. Corrections _11 be defined that should be applied to engine data obtained
in the NASAAmeswind tunnel to allow comparison with flight data. t
#
5. An assessment Will be madeof the effectiveness of Ames wind tunnel test- l
:_ ing as a means of simulating tnfllght "_n noise by comparing predicted l
flight levels, based on AmesiT150 data corrected by the factors defined "l
/
in item 4 above, with measured 31"150flight data. Correction factors will
updated if appropriate.
6. An assessmentwill be madeof the applicability of the static test proce-
dures to fan rig testing by comparing data from NASAiT150 rig tests,
obtained and corrected in accordance with the proposed procedures, with '_
i NASAfligl't test data. Appropriate addtttonal corrections and requir_ents
¢
' will be defined,
_ 7. A factor not considered by the current contract is the static simulation
} of In-flightmean flo_ velocitythroughoutthe inlet and at the fan face,
t boundary layer conditions at the fan face, and the effect on fan noise
_) generationand propagationof inlet droop.The importanceof accounting
) for these factors in static testing should be assessed.
_, 8. If the item 7 assessmentindicates that those effects are important in
i statictesting,inlet designand boundarylayer controlmethodswill be
: developed to wovtde the proper simulation.
F
f
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